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      Some websites are designed to be games. Most are not. But have you ever heard 

people, or found yourself addicted to Digg, YouTube, or Facebook? Have you ever 

wondered why? Well, it’s because they are games, at least partially! Officially, they are 

social networks, news aggregators, etc. and not designed as game sites like Second Life is. 

However, these sites contain many factors of a game. They are not only useful, but also 

entertaining. You can manage relationships with friends, gain recognition, and even set 

trends. This book will describe the view of websites as games in general, and then study 

Digg, YouTube and Facebook as specific case studies.  It will show you what the goals of 

these websites are, how to play, and how to win. Applying the game perspective to more 

areas of the web, users may find other hidden games and can thus use those sites with 

greater efficiency.  Web designers also can learn from this perspective and use the game 

design to achieve better results.   
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Preface 

 

 Digg, YouTube, and Facebook. These three web giants have taken over the 

internet and chances are, they will only continue to grow. They are extremely successful 

at what they do: linking all web users together in a fun environment that they keep 

coming back for. It becomes almost like… a game!  Indeed, there are many noticeable 

similarities between chess and Digg. Both consist of competitive networks of humans 

who use wit, intelligence, and strategy to “win” at the game that’s being played. But these 

sites were certainly not designed to be games. Their founders meant for them to be 

services to the public, to entertain and provide. But in this process, they tapped into 

powers that they did not predict: that of competition and addiction. People became 

obsessed to the level where they would visit Digg every five minutes, or watch YouTube 

videos all day. This is what makes them hidden games—they were not made to be games, 

but they are. Of course, this is only one perspective of viewing these sites, although it is a 

helpful one. It describes a clear pattern that many websites follow, and thus can help 

many web goers to understand how they work, and how to use them to their maximum 

potential. The pattern consists of:  

• distinctive goals 

• rules of the game 

• changes to the rules 

• allowable moves and improper moves 

• strategies and tactics to win 

 

However, let’s backtrack a little bit and talk about games in their most simplistic 

state. They have probably been played since the beginning of life and are a getaway from 

the opposite: work. Now if you play games as a job, you live a pretty good life there. But 
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if you’re like the average Joe who works in an 8x6 cubicle and don’t have the luxury of 

earning money while relaxing, you’re stuck with finding something else to do for 

entertainment. Think you’re too old for petty games? Well, let’s define game and see how 

many times you participate in one each day.  

As Ludwig Wittgenstein says in his book Philosophical Investigations
i
, the word 

game cannot be defined with a single definition. Its characteristics, however, contribute 

to a clearer idea of what a game is. First and most importantly, it is fun. People associate 

games with fun, and work with pain by nature. Also, a game must have a set of rules; 

without them, players have no way of determining win or loss. However without 

creativity, a game is a lot like a dead-end job so it’s important to keep new ideas flowing. 

But what exactly separates a game from other past time entertainment? Two key aspects 

are goals and competition. The goal is usually to win, which may be reached in different 

ways unique to each game. There is also some kind of rival for the player whether it is a 

CPU or human. Computer game designer Chris Crawford takes this to another step and 

says that in order to make a competition a game, there must be a way for the players to 

interact and essentially attack each other for the same goal. Indeed, many of the most 

successful sites on the web now allow you to interact with other users and have some sort 

of self-gain factor. In order for to succeed, you have to become familiar with the game. 

Practice makes perfect. It takes time to master skills necessary to win and it’s through this 

process that you feel accomplished when reaching your goals.  

In the age of technology and innovation, everything can be done on the web now. 

Buying, selling, sharing, blogging, reading, writing, advising, exploring, watching, 

stalking… So maybe it isn’t all positive, but most of it contributes to the betterment of 
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society. Outside of providing an alternative to the physical action of running errands and 

allowing users to eat more ice cream while purchasing necessities, the internet is a great 

source of entertainment. Some sites you look at once or twice a week, some once or twice 

a day, but there are several that you are tempted to visit at least a dozen times a day. By 

using the definition of game established in the previous paragraph, it becomes obvious 

that most social networks online fit the description. Not only do they provide hours of 

entertainment for users, but there is a distinctive competitive environment. There must 

also be input as well as output. We’ll discuss specific websites later on in this book.  

Another type of game is one that may not have a distinct goal, but is rather about 

the gameplay process itself. When looked at, social networks like Facebook and 

MySpace do not have anything that indicates a win or loss. People visit these social 

networking websites just to have fun, to entertain themselves. Going back to the 

definition of a game, one of the most important aspects is the amusement all games 

should provide. Both of the mentioned sites have an incredible amount of features so that 

users can always find something new to do. Discovery of addictively fun features and 

“playing” them can keep people on Facebook for hours at a time. And with interaction 

between users available, it become like a Massively Multiplayer Online Role-Playing 

Game. In MMORPGs, players work either alone or together for a common goal, much 

like the users of these hidden games. They can help, harm, or benefit from other users at 

the same time they are building a network of influence.  

Perhaps by depicting which websites are not games, it may give a clearer view of 

which ones are. Certainly, not all websites are these fun-filled treats, just like not all 

plants are fruits. Only the sweetest and most tempting ones can receive the title. A news 
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site only feeds you daily happenings to which you are not allowed to respond in any 

way—pure output. The same applies to RSS feeds; they deliver news and you read. It’s 

really a one-way system, like downtown streets in which people are too likely to get lost, 

aggravated, and trapped. Other websites only provide services and do not serve any 

gaming purposes. Online stores are a good example of this: you browse the selection, and 

you buy something or leave. No user interaction whatsoever. Photo websites like Flickr 

and Photobucket are somewhat considered games because there is a degree of self-

promotion and success even though that is not what the average person goes to these 

websites for. There is no clear goal to reach, and most users do not compete. Oftentimes, 

if a photo becomes popular, it’s because someone posted a Digg article on it! Thus, the 

popularity came from someone’s win on Digg rather than directly from Flickr’s users. 

The majority uses these sites as hosting services for private pictures, a service rather than 

a game. Blogging is somewhat of a game on a larger scale when its goal is to get on the 

Tech Crunch top 50 blogs or so. On Xanga, there is a list of most-commented blogs, and 

of course each blog-hosting website highlights a few. Nevertheless, when they are 

individually considered, a blog is only a journal post by one person, read by another. 

Even the most fun blogs like Boing Boing are in the same category as news sites.  

Wikipedia is user-controlled, but the process of submitting an entry for the online 

encyclopedia and getting it accepted is so morosely intricate that you do not know if you 

have contributed or not in the end. Encyclopedias can hardly be called a game anyway. 

Some websites literally are games, like Runescape or Battleon, but those are blatantly so 

and I wouldn’t have many interesting points to make on how they fit the category. 
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“Game” websites are considered to be Web 2.0, and are user-defined rather than being 

older, stiffer, developer-controlled sites.  

What kinds of games are these websites though? One way to differentiate them is 

by looking at the results and products. Concerning outcomes of a game, one type is called 

zero-sum, where a person’s gain is balanced by another’s loss. In chess, there is a clear 

winner and loser because it is a two player game, but in the world of internet gaming 

(both actual MMORPGs like EverQuest and websites that can be looked at as games), 

one person’s win means millions of losses. Those certainly don’t balance out to be zero. 

It is possible in a lot of cases to have more than one winner. Digg has hundreds each day: 

all the submitters of front-page stories. YouTube is the same, allowing quite a few 

promoted videos on the home page. However, by no means does the number of winners 

equal the number of people whose submissions don’t reach fame. In these games, if the 

outcome was zero-sum, the prestige of hitting the top would lose its exclusiveness and its 

satisfying feeling of accomplishment. By keeping the winners to a necessary minimal, it 

is ensured that internet goers do not get bored of too much success.   

Regardless of how advanced they have become, games cannot play themselves. 

There is an actions framework for every game. How you play is just as important as what 

you play. These sites all have their own input methods, whether it is in the form of a 

controller or motion-detecting sensors. We’ll be talking about internet websites as games 

so the most basic input devices will be a keyboard and mouse attached to a computer. 

(Handheld computers, smartphones, tablet PCs, and any other way you can think of 

accessing the internet won’t be discussed for the sake of sparing you boring details.) 

Without the mouse, it is near impossible to navigate through each webpage, and control 
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through clicking and dragging would be lost if only keyboard shortcuts were used. This is 

the most basic of actions, even more so than typing because it does not require the user to 

know a language. The other input method—typing—requires a bit more skill. Children 

begin learning the way of the computer as soon as they are introduced to one, whether it 

is at home or in school. Doubtlessly, QWERTY makes an impression in their minds as 

“that board thing we push buttons on to make letters appear.” Yet they are unable to take 

full advantage of the keyboard until they can read and write. And after learning the basic 

alphabet, next come the more advanced keys and combinations: shift, tab, escape, alt, 

insert, delete, number/caps/scroll locks, alt codes, copying, cutting, pasting, F1-F12, print 

screen, control commands, and countless more that I have neglected to pay attention to.  

These two input methods lay the foundation for more complicated actions. Pretty 

much everything you do on the web necessitates typing and clicking. Digg, YouTube, 

Facebook, and MySpace all require new users to register for full access to their sites’ 

features. This means a multitude of information typing, and sometimes it even means 

having to decipher poorly inscribed letters to prove human status (meaning that you are 

not a spam robot).  Although directories only need clicking, searching (a far faster and 

more convenient way of navigation) demands typing. When uploading videos, clicking 

plays an important navigation role because you browse files in your computer with quite 

a bit of double clicking and such.  Imagine using only the keyboard to select which file 

out of five hundred in a folder to upload. Oh the horror! In Facebook, the click is used to 

“tag” a person in a photo. This puts a box around the area you wish to tag and then 

attaches a name to the designated place. Dragging is another insanely useful feature. It 

allows fast forwarding and rewind controlled by the user’s hand. For those “advanced 
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click-and-drag” uploaders, a file can be dragged from one window to another. The mouse 

alone is a very powerful tool. However, it doesn’t make the keyboard any less significant, 

because without one, you couldn’t post blogs, articles, comments, or any writing at all! 

Communication between internet users would be severely limited and social networks 

couldn’t possibly exist.  

Now to be successful in these websites, there’s more to it than just the actions 

themselves. There is the thought behind those actions, and that’s what game theory is, 

where people make decisions to maximize wins. To understand how each game site 

works, a plethora of analysis is unavoidable. Through observation of trends, patterns, 

success, and failure, one gets a better grasp of just where to click and how to type. As 

Digg is all about picking the right stories to submit, it must be taken into consideration 

what the general majority likes. For YouTube, directing, producing, and editing a video 

of quality and interesting topic takes time and learning; a poorly put together creation will 

drive away viewers like a killer whale does seals. Of course in all places, good grammar 

and manners are impeccable. For social networks, making friends online and in real life is 

an important part of expanding your connections. Showing courtesy and respect makes 

the road a lot smoother.  

Now that you have read more about games than you ever wanted to know, it is 

time to go into depth about four enormously successful websites and see how they each 

fit the description. The following three case studies will reveal each site’s goals, 

gameplay interface, allowable moves, regulations, and strategies. All these different parts 

will contribute to the whole: perceiving the websites as games.  
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i
 Wittgenstein, Ludwig (1953/2001). Philosophical Investigations. Blackwell Publishing. ISBN 0-631-

23127-7. 
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Chapter 1 – Digg.com 

The past tense of digg is dugg. 

 

 

 

What is Digg? 

 

Digg.com describes itself as “a place for people to discover and share content 

from anywhere on the web”1 and it is exactly that. Ever since its launch in November of 

2004, it has been a website of free thought and trade. Once users register with Digg (no 

fee required), they can submit any webpage online whether it be a video, a picture, a 

news article, or something much more peculiar.  Then, other users can see what has been 

posted and if they like it, they digg it! A “digg” is an indication of popularity and is 

restricted to one per person per story. Therefore, it’s impossible to digg your own story 

up by clicking it 600 times. If someone absolutely detests your submission, they can also 

bury it (the opposite of a digg). It’s so easy that even a 12 year old can do it. (Seriously 

though, 12-year-old Adam Fuhrer is actually a very influential user on Digg2.) Users can 
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also comment on each story and even reply to someone else’s comment. The power of 

Digg lets them feel like editors; the whole process is similar to picking which stories are 

worthy enough to go on the headline page of a newspaper. Kevin Rose, the founder, 

made sure Digg.com ran off a basic yet revolutionary idea, freedom of expression with 

the power of community.  

“The genius of Digg is that it packs a simple user action with the maximum social 

intent. A digg is a single click--about as simple as it gets--and yet it's the central 

component of the community.” – Gene Smith
3
 

There are big differences between the popular stories and the not-so-attractive 

ones, just like there’s a big difference between being pretty and being pretty ugly. The 

newest posts appear on the Upcoming Stories page while the most successful ones with 

hundreds of diggs end up on the front page, or what you see when you type “digg.com” 

into the address bar. You can watch for new stories on Digg Spy, an application that 

displays stories as they are uploaded in a live stream.  
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Digg front page: 

4 

 

So just how exactly is Digg.com a hidden game? Certainly, it has no sword-

wielding heroes who save fantasy worlds from evildoers, but it does have more characters 

than in any video game. With millions of users, Digg has a wide array of personalities 

contributing to the community. This makes it like a massive multiplayer online role-

playing game, just without the slaying of monsters. There is a clear goal: to get to the 

front page, and there are obstacles: not getting dugg up and having to keep trying 

multiple times. There is fierce competition between all Diggers for that top spot. 

Sometimes, they even attempt to discredit others’ posts by commenting on poor 

grammar, false information, and duplicate stories. Strategies are used to defeat other 

players and they are numerous. Just as many plans for Digg domination through 
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friendship exist though. Seeking out the different users and adding them to the “friends” 

list is among the most popular and most successful methods. In the end, a win is only 

when a story has hundreds of diggs, regardless of how you go about it. Everyone is 

striving to be the best at what they do and this keeps them coming back to Digg for more.  

 

YouTube.com: 

 Unless you’ve been living under a rock for the past few years, you’ve 

noticed that YouTube has invaded the internet as the dominant video sharing website. In 

November of 2006, the company was purchased by Google for $1.65 billion, not 

surprising because of the speed of its growth and how soon it attracted millions of users. 

It’s hard to imagine that by the end of 2005, the majority of people had not even heard of 

YouTube let alone used it. Yet by the summer of 2007, it holds a major portion of 

internet traffic, almost 13% of the world’s total internet users! It is also the 4th most 

visited site after Yahoo, MSN, and Google.5 Because of YouTube, HTTP traffic is finally 

back on top of the game ahead of P2P.6 (Previously, sharing of music, videos. and all 

other media was dominated by users connecting to each other. Now, they simply view 

and listen to what they want directly on a website without downloading. People like their 

free entertainment.) Of course there have been other video sharing sites like Metacafe but 

why did they not achieve the height of status that YouTube has? It all lies in the 

foundation and basis of ideas.  

As seen with Digg, people enjoy getting things back from the system and not just 

contributing aimlessly. In YouTube, anyone can submit a video, any video. There are no 

hired reviewers (like those of Metacafe) who pick and choose which are worthy to be on 
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the site. Instead, everyone has an equal chance at becoming a YouTube celebrity. Editors 

weed and prune the enormous video selection every now and then for copyright 

infringement but other than that, YouTubers are free to upload anything they want. The 

spectrum of videos covers all in existence and then some. Some of the most bizarre 

videos like “how to make dry ice bombs” appear as well as other shenanigans. There are 

vast amounts talent exposed through YouTube as well. It’s amazing how dedicated to 

their projects some users are and even more awesome the ideas they come up with. One 

video documented portraits of women over 500 years and animated each one to morph 

into the next. Another recorded hours and hours of a room being painted, whitewashed, 

and painted over and over again, condensed into a short film clip that was no longer than 

ten minutes. Various singers, actors, and songwriters showcase their abilities on YouTube 

in hopes of a big break because of the Power of the People. They can launch a career with 

just a few clicks. The only other video site like YouTube is Google Video, but they are 

part of the same company now.  

Like chess, there are an infinite number of ways to win in YouTube but it only 

occurs under certain conditions. Every single method, strategy, and theory leads back to 

the essential factor: getting people to view your videos. Ultimately, everyone strives for 

the same end beating out competition consisting of millions. By no means does everyone 

win; some might not even win once in their lifetime. However, the prize at the end is 

enough to lure so many into trying their hand at producing. In pinball, you score points 

by hitting various sensors in a box; in YouTube, you earn points by advertising your 

video and by attracting viewers. Also, each video can be rated from one to five stars. So 

naturally, the higher your rating is, the bigger your chances are of becoming famous. 
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Aside from the featured videos, you can sort the front page of YouTube by most viewed 

and highest rated for that day. This gives those who don’t have enough connections to 

reach the featured page a chance.  

YouTube’s capitalist system works as well as any, with successful entrepreneurs 

and others who can't seem to get their plans off the ground. The competitive environment 

separates the former from the latter, but a lot of times, it’s all about luck. In a tournament, 

one person might have all easy opponents until the finals while another might have to 

compete against rank one. But keep in mind that because of the random displacement of 

circumstances, it is uncertain who will win the game. Users keep posting new videos 

because of the continuous prospect of possible fame and recognition. After all, it’s not a 

hard process and there’s nothing to lose in this hidden game.  

YouTube’s homepage is what you’re aiming at. Twelve featured videos are 

shown on the homepage at a time and they will slowly be pushed off their precarious 

positions by newer ones. A director on YouTube usually chooses these videos based on 

public request and personal interest, not necessarily on how many views it has or its 

rating. (How YouTube picks the director remains a mystery though.) The top twelve 

spots are not paid for as YouTube is a free website. The only purchased spaces on the site 

are a couple of advertisements and one video (usually an ad or a movie trailer) in the top 

right corner. Promoted videos are shown above the featured videos and change every 

time the page is refreshed. They tend to be clips that have a lot of views and are from 

some more well-known submitters. YouTube does not offer a specific formula on how to 

be promoted; so much of it is simply hit or miss. There is also a constantly changing 

panel of “videos being watched right now” on top of the promoted videos section, which 
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is useful for finding new ones to see. Along with featured videos come the categories of 

most viewed, most discussed (meaning most comments), and top favorites. These have 

more concrete statistics, which YouTubers can use to set their goals.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

How to Play 
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For those who want to join the Digg bandwagon, I’m including a step-by-step 

visual guide. This is more of a show Digg’s surprisingly easy interface rather than an 

insult the reader’s intelligence by putting up a walkthrough of such an easy process. 

Simplicity and ease of use is crucial in attracting players of all ages.  

 

Step 1: Click the kind of hard to find Join Digg link and fill out the information. Already, 

you see Digg’s wit that appeals to the younger crowd. It is supported by Google’s 

AdSense which keeps Digg free for users.  
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Step 2: Click the equally hidden Submit a New Story link near the top and then copy and 

paste your webpage’s URL into the box. You will first of course have to login.  

 

 

 

Step 3: If your link has not been submitted yet (if it has, Digg will alert you with a 

message and bring you to that already-posted story), then you are free to type 

your title and description. Then choose which category it belongs to, although I 

admit some links don’t fit exactly into any category listed. Then once again, you 

have to fill show Digg that you are indeed human. Finally, you reach a preview of 

your submission and once you click the button, the story will appear on Upcoming 

Stories for a brief few minutes before it gets kicked out by newer stories. 

(Screenshot on next page) 
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Step 4: Finally! You’ve arrived at the page that will be refreshed countless times in hopes 

for new diggs. Good luck and I hope you will soon find it to be in the hundreds! 
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How to Win (or get Dugg to the front page) 

 

When I started digging I was very, very frustrated with the outcomes. No one 

would digg my stories aside from friends, or they would be dugg up a few diggs and then 

suddenly stop. The rollercoaster of emotions accompanying the first story is something 

everyone feels. There’s anxiety to see if it does well and then disappointment when it 

doesn’t or euphoria when it does. The urge to refresh the page every 10 seconds keeps 

you from being productive for the next 10 minutes. But like all games, the lure of fame 

for winning makes all the failures forgotten. In Digg, it is relatively effortless to achieve 

fame. You do not have to be a pro to get on the front page. Anyone can see something 

they like and Digg it. But to submit things that are always dugg to the top, that takes a lot 

of experience and analyzing.  

Although there is no set formula for how to achieve fifteen minutes of fame on 

the front page, there are some general guidelines that have proven to be successful. Each 

person needs to come up with a unique method that works for him/her.  

The first and hardest part to the entire process is finding an interesting page to 

begin with. Many people try to be the first to submit anything new that they see on 

Engadget, Gizmodo, CNN.com, or Wired because they are big contributors to Digg’s 

front page. As a result, these stories are submitted the moment they appear, and there’s 

not much hope in being the first one. One tactic is to use an RSS feed aggregator. This 

alerts you to each new update on a certain webpage. A fast aggregator might be your 

ticket to the top, if you can beat everyone else to the punch because it is likely that 
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they’re using one too. However, this is harder than it sounds and you’re better off finding 

a quirky site that no one has heard of.  

“Concentrate on news that is of interest to you and news that you are most 

familiar with. My personal interest is science and science related technology news 

so I stick with that brand of news quite often. It helps when you are very familiar 

with a subject so that you can spot breaking news quickly and be the first to post 

it. I find that a lot of my submissions that end up being “duds” are usually from 

news categories where I’m not quite as familiar with personally so my 

submissions may not be up-to-date or particularly interesting to the public.” – 

Capn_Caveman (a top user on Digg)
7
 

 

A key part of success is knowing which stories to choose. A myriad of Top 10, 

Best/Worst EVER, other various superlatives, or AMAZING stories reach the front page. 

It seems that these words trigger Diggers’ interest, which may be more due to human 

nature than anything else. But because of the overload of these articles on the home page, 

they are seen as more irritating than attractive now. It’s always nice to follow a trend too. 

Users tend to love Apple-related topics, Linux/Ubuntu, Digg articles (this is loved by 

Diggers more than any other subject, ah the pride!), anything related to gaming, and 

women posing with electronics. Good sources of random articles are Boing Boing, Fark, 

Addict3ed, Megite, Topix.net, and Daily Rotation. They compile quite a few stories each 

day and you are likely to find something Diggers will like because these sites are mostly 

tech-related. Don’t dwell on the headlines though! They’re likely to have already been 

submitted so go spelunking into the depths of these websites. And never ever dismiss 

anything as too quaint to submit. There’s no category that hasn’t been on the front page, 

and recently, what started off as an inside joke between two friends ended up with 

hundreds of diggs even  though most other Diggers didn’t know what was happening!  
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“I stick to submitting stories that I find interesting, useful or entertaining. The 

more you do that, the more friends you make with similar interests. As the number 

of friends you have increases, so does the number of people that are watching 

your submissions, and therefore the number of people who are likely to digg your 

submissions increases. It takes time, but the end result is that you have an 

awesome network of friends with similar interests.” – BloodJunkie (a top user on 

Digg)
8
 

 

However, one should note that there is a side to “friendship” on Digg which upset 

many users: the fact that the top diggers were ones with the most “friends,” who would 

digg any story they submitted. The connection between these users allows them to see 

each other’s actions and submissions, making it all rather easy to digg amongst 

themselves. This gathering of friends led to a domination of the front page by the people 

with the most. A more detailed explanation and a solution are presented in Chapter 5: 

Controversy. Nevertheless, it is true that the more you digg, the more you will be dugg.  

Digg is definitely politically charged, as it has a special category for news, 

politics, and public opinion. Diggers pride themselves in keeping up with world affairs 

and have strong opinions about everything. When choosing a title, keep in mind that your 

audience tends to be more liberal in their thinking. Browsing through the Digg archives, 

you’ll find that posts are usually anti-war and atheist sympathetic. It’s not as much that 

Digg users are all democratic and non-religious as there is a precarious state of equality 

for all that they advocate. I say precarious because sometimes, it’s decidedly for or 

against a certain topic. For example, a story commemorating George W. Bush for his 

achievements is rarely seen. In fact, lately with the Libby pardon and Cheney fiasco, 

there have been numerous “impeach” stories dugg to the front page. This can be 

attributed to the fact that Digg users are generally young, idealistic, and definitely not 

conservative. They love Jon Stewart, Stephen Colbert, and any parody of well, anything. 
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Recently there was a story on the front page titled How to Deal With Religious People if 

You Are an Atheist.
9 If you read the comments below this story, you will soon find 

yourself amidst a religious battlefield. According to Federated Media, out of all Digg 

users 94% are male, 88% are ages 18-39, 52% are IT professionals, developers or 

engineers, 26% are managers or above, and 39% publish their own blog.10 

Moving onto the physical part of submitting a Digg story: PLEASE, NO CAPS 

WHEN TYPING TITLES BECAUSE IT SEEMS LIKE YOU ARE YELLING, AND 

NO ONE ENJOYS BEING YELLED AT. You’re not grabbing people’s attention 

positively; they look at it because they are startled or irritated. Proper grammar is also 

encouraged as well as punctuation, capitalization, and spelling. In an environment filled 

with self-proclaimed nerds who are quite proud of it, they will rip you to shreds for even 

the smallest error. If a story is not presented intelligently, why would it be worth looking 

at? Also avoid use of derogatory words and phrases that may offend anyone of any race, 

religion, gender, etc. Diggers are proud and will not stand any bashing from others 

without waging a war. There are the more or less common-sense aspects of submitting a 

story, but as most successful Diggers tell you, there is much more to it than just polite 

wording.  

When users are submitting thousands and thousands of Digg articles per day, it 

takes both a captivating title and description for one to reach the front page. Other than 

trying to appeal to the general opinion, you must also grab users’ attention. One of the 

most important things is that you create your own titles and don’t simply take the one 

from the webpage you are referencing. Which sounds more interesting: “Cell phone Use 

May Be Dangerous” or “Use a cell phone outside? You could get struck by lightning11”? 
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It shouldn’t be patronizing or “dumbed-down” in any way because there are quite a few 

pros out there who should learn from your story too. In addition, as most people tend to 

overlook smaller font, it’s crucial that the title gives enough detail to hook the reader. 

Also, in Digg Spy, only the title is shown in a live stream that moves at a very rapid pace. 

However, the most important page that your post will appear at the moment is Upcoming 

Stories. Because Diggers submit stories so rapidly, yours may only be on the first page 

for a few minutes. Therefore, it must draw in continuous diggs for it to stay within the 

spectrum of what others see on Digg Spy. It will then have a good chance of reaching the 

front page. It helps to have a witty title too, whether it includes a pun in it or unorthodox 

characters. One Digger used blackout boxes in the title of a story about how the FBI 

keeps information from the public; another user commented that he had dugg it up for the 

title alone. There are certain words and phrases you should avoid though. Digg users are 

irritated by titles and descriptions including “amazing”, “superlative + EVER”, “title says 

all”, and any number not ending in a zero. Because Digg is a predominantly all English 

site, it’s probably not a good idea to submit a story in Swahili. What users can't read, they 

won't know if it’s good or bad and therefore can't digg.  

Many Digg users are also bloggers or blog-readers. There are separate 

communities (blogs) that branch off of Digg and draw much of their influence through it. 

Anyone’s blog can develop a “Digg culture”12 where posts on their blog are dugg to the 

front page on a regular basis. This provides for continuous spikes in traffic to the blog, 

not just a one-time fleeting interest. If you’d like to accomplish this, you should write 

about things most Diggers are interested in. Get them to subscribe to your RSS feed and 
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make sure you have a solid Digg user audience. Use Reddit.com (a site very similar to 

Digg)  and other sites to also help attract viewers.  

 

To start, there is a feature on Digg that allows you to blog any story with just a 

click. Other Diggers might see who “Dugg or Blogged It” in order to find sites that suit 

their interest. This helps increase traffic as well as raise a page’s rank on search engines. 

Often, a blog has a “Digg this!” button at the top or bottom of each post so that users can 

digg it with greater ease. When your blog post does get to the front page, celebrate so that 

your viewers feel like they’ve accomplished something and will therefore be more 

inclined to digg something again.  

Aside from a visually pleasing title and description, you also must look at the 

webpage you are posting. Snipehack says to “Make sure the page you’re linking to does 

not have bad design or looks like it came out of the 90’s”13 because a) websites from the 

90’s usually have terrible backgrounds, b) they are overly simplistic and not at all web 

2.0, and c) they are seen as old and not nearly cool enough for the hip Digg crowd. Any 

aesthetically pleasing website with flawless flash animation, matching color schemes, and 

a clean layout of writing will make a good impression on Diggers who might just Digg an 

article for this factor! Do not link to sites with many flashing banners and advertisements; 

they come across as untrustworthy, money-seeking swindlers. 

Another strategy, albeit a one that requires more work, is to spam the system with 

your posts. The idea is to submit as many original stories as you can; one is bound to 

attract attention. This however is not to be confused with re-submitting already popular 

articles. Many people ignore Digg when it asks if a story has been submitted before 
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(which it will do if it detects similar wording in other titles and descriptions). If it has 

been dugg to the top once before, it’s obviously successful and what’s to stop it from 

succeeding again? Stories sometimes repeatedly reach the front page regardless of 

attempts to bury them. You might just get away with this if you use the magic of a newer, 

more innovative title. But use this at the risk of sacrificing your Digg reputation. It’s 

considered to be a low strategy and cheap. You can always link to a blog which talks 

about the original story instead of the source itself, therefore gaining user traffic for both 

the blog and the story. Some users do exactly this with his/her personal blog in order to 

promote the blog through Digg, but this deeply frowned upon. Snipehack (another top 

user on Digg) condemns linking to blogs unless they are famous and don’t belong to the 

story submitter.14 

 

“Link directly to the source! Sometimes blog links are acceptable, but sometimes 

is just annoying to have to click on a link and then have to go to another link in 

order to read the full content. Since a lot of my news (typically science news) is 

produced by an educational or research facility, I try to link to that website as 

opposed to an ad-supported website. Do note that sometimes articles from the 

source are posted after other websites post the information so you may not have a 

choice to link to a source article - it just may not be posted yet on the source’s 

website. In the cases where I’m not able to find the source immediately I will just 

submit links to the websites I originally found it on.” – Capn_Caveman (a top 

user on Digg)
15

 

 

Aside from spam, which everyone hates, you can try marketing/advertising—

which is a step up from spam. All over the web, there are forums like diggfans.com 

where users can alert other forum members to what they have posted on Digg. If all of 

this sounds a bit confusing and over-the-top, it just might be. But then again, Digg has 

become a sensation where a place on the front page means instant fame and a violent 
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increase in visitors for a site. In fact, web pages with low bandwidth that cannot 

withstand Digg traffic (millions of web-goers) end up going down within a matter of 

minutes. Thus, DuggMirror was born. It archives/caches most, if not all of the stories that 

receive a lot of attention before they are downed. Diggers then use the comment system 

to post a link to the DuggMirror page.  

Something rather odd happened in August of 2007. One Digger submitted a 

screenshot of the profile of a very odd user on Digg16. All the stories this “Weirdest Digg 

user ever” posted were videos of women farting. Once the Digg article reached the front 

page, a commenter suggested that this man’s videos should all be dugg to the front page. 

And that’s exactly what happened. Every single one had over 100 diggs, but only three 

reached the front page before Digg administrators pulled them down. I suppose this was 

their way of reducing spam, but it was perfectly democratic.  

Lastly, timing is everything. It would probably be a bad idea to submit anything 

around 4am, when everyone is asleep. (Why you’re up at that ungodly hour in the first 

place is beyond me, but who knows?) The best time to catch Diggers in action would be 

around noon, or lunch hour for most employees. The morning works well too because 

they still haven’t gotten into the swing of the workday yet. As for Digg goers in college, 

they’ve just woken up and probably won’t be going to a class until the afternoon. Another 

great time is from 8 to 9 pm, after everyone has finished dinner and is settling down to 

relax after a day’s hard work. You can also try the weekends, when Digg traffic is 

significantly smaller and therefore, there are fewer posts to compete against for a spot on 

the front page.  
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With all this in mind, the most important thing is to have fun! Just like any game, 

an obsessive level of devotion to something meant to relieve stress in the first place is not 

healthy. We don’t want to start a Digg-addict rehabilitation center like the ones for World 

of Warcraft players. The strategies mentioned above are only a few of the many that you 

can try. Find whatever works for you; you don’t have to incorporate all of them into each 

article you submit to Digg. Remember to enjoy yourself and setbacks won’t seem too 

serious, but victories will be all the sweeter.  

“The front page is, by no means, everything. I often get more enjoyment from the 

commentary in an article than I do the story itself. Digg is a hilarious community 

of sharp and witty people. In addition, there is some superb expert commentary 

within many comment threads (often people who the story is actually about or 

whom are affiliated with the story in some way).” - p9s50W5k4GUD2c6 (a top 

user on Digg)
17
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Another Way to Win: Comments 

 

The Digg comment system is a democratized way of expressing opinion. Just like 

Digg stories, comments can be dugg up or down by each user. If a comment reaches - 5 

diggs, it will be buried and Diggers won’t be able to it at all unless they click on a link 

that says “show comment.” This is the site’s way of keeping offensive remarks, poorly 

thought out sentences, and spam from most people’s eyes. Of course, on the other hand 

the more positive Diggs a comment has, the more it is liked.  

There are various ways of filtering comments. You can sort them by date (which 

is the default) or by most diggs. Therefore, it has become a game in and of itself to be the 

first commenter. Being first means your words and opinion are the first anyone reading 

the story sees. When commenting, abide by the same rules for choosing Digg stories, 

titles, and descriptions. Keep in mind your audience and don’t state the obvious. Go for 

the satirically funny or insultingly sarcastic; these comments are well-liked by Digg’s 

dryly witty community.  
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Below are the comments for a story titled “Will it Blend? – iPhone.”18 The 

relatively humorous ones have hundreds of positive diggs and the rude, off-topic ones are 

obviously dugg down. They do not have hundreds of negative diggs because most users 

don’t take the time to click “show comment,” read, and then bury it.  

 

 

 

 

You also see the option to “Expand Full Tree,” meaning that all the replies and 

buried comments will be shown. Here is an extended view of a comment’s replies. Digg 

used to have replies to comments expanded by default, but they soon found out that most 
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users were replying to the first comment to get ahead of the 2nd, 3rd, 4th, etc. comments. 

So now, they have the replies contracted in order to show the true order by time.  

 

 

 

 

However, like many democracies, the comment system is also unfair. Freedom of 

speech exists, surely, but you might wish it didn’t after getting flamed. Commenting 

illogically or close-mindedly will lead to doom, at least on Digg anyway. There is also 

the factor of peer influence. The majority of users who see a comment might find it to be 

funny, but if some people had dugg it down before others read it, this could negatively 
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affect their judgement. Diggers might be compelled to bury comments because it’s the 

“popular” thing to do.  

It there’s one thing that’s hated most, it has to useless comments. They 

demonstrate how mindless a user is and how fake his remarks seem. Mundane comments 

like “Cool!” or “That was amazing!” aren’t interesting enough to be worth reading, and 

therefore are dugg down faster than the speed at which Google is taking over the world. 

Also, never sign a comment; your username is all that you need and no one cares what 

your name actually is. The Digg world actually prefers for you to stay anonymous. It 

allows people to live under the illusion that everyone is under an alias, which contributes 

to the whole “gaming mystique.” The ultimate kiss of death is promoting another 

webpage unrelated to the topic in the comment. This is seen as spam (with good reason) 

and will get dugg down than it was thought possible, even if the comment was good 

itself.  

What you think might be perfectly harmless might be rude spam to others. For 

example, a Digger posted this simple remark:  

“I'm digging this because that site is pretty sweet. Never heard of it before. 

Thanks for that! 

-Chandler Kent 

http://www.chandlerkent.com”
19

 

 

Kind and perky enough, right? Wrong! This comment is now a part of Digg 

history: as the most dugg-down comment ever. When someone alerted Mr. Kent to the 

rapid burying of his post, he tracked its progress and continued to watch as it soon 

reached negative thousands of diggs. Then came payback. People personal-messaged him 

on the website without end, emailed him endlessly, and even called him when his phone 

number was revealed—their own form of spam for the offender. Why were they doing 
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this? It was the combination of useless opinion and self-promotion that angered Diggers. 

Most of them work with computers and probably have seen enough advertisements to last 

them a lifetime. Thus, they’re ruthlessly hostile to any comment abuser. Sometimes, 

when the webpage linked by a story submitter is down because it can’t handle Digg 

traffic, another user might post a link to a cache like Google or Dugg Mirror. However, 

without clarification, this might be taken as regular spam, and so in order not to get dugg 

down, it’s obligatory to state a disclaimer such as “Sorry for the comment abuse, but here 

is a mirror.” 

Comments are essentially like side-quests in a game. They’re not the main goal, 

but are still important enough to affect the game. They also make things more 

entertaining and give users a chance to interact with each other, whether it is giving 

support or attacking. In the battle for a spot on the front page, it may be necessary to 

develop connections, and comments are one way to start.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Controversy Part 1: What Caused the Rules to Change 
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Like all games, Digg’s system can be cheated. Making a hundred separate 

accounts to Digg up your own story doesn’t sound like the most fun (or easy) thing to do. 

And certainly, there’s nothing stopping Diggers from rallying friends by the hundreds to 

digg their stories onto the front page. But making these friends and notifying them about 

each post can be a problem. Digg’s older interface made it easier for this corruption to 

happen. It had a “Top Users” page where it listed the top 100 people based on how many 

of their stories were dugg to the home page. Incidentally, these Diggers had the most 

“friends” on the site. This posed to be a problem because the top 20 were submitting 

more than 20% of Digg’s total top stories and the top 100 were submitting over half of 

them!20 Imagine if a single poker player won this much; people would assume that there 

was something being tampered with. This occurrence is consistent in almost every other 

network following Digg’s idea, like Reddit.com. All the top users seem to know the 

secret to success or just have really good connections. Connections that included paying 

companies that drool over the traffic that a front page article brings. And that is precisely 

why Digg changed the rules of the game and removed their top users list.  

It’s a lot like politics sometimes. Backroom dealing. Exchange of money. Lies, 

betrayal, and bribery. Digg has tried to stop all this in various ways. They created fake 

websites offering money for diggs in order to lure and catch cheaters. They also 

employed Diggers who would report suspicious behavior. But there are just as many 

websites (like SpikeTheVote) that offer an actual $0.50 for every 10 diggs, as long as the 

stories are submitted by certain users (these users pay $20 for every story submitted to 

SpikeTheVote and an extra $1 for every digg they get). This ends up being cheaper than 
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advertising and getting their website into the top spots of a search engine. On the other 

side, these users are paying the company quite a few greenbacks to get these diggs. More 

discrete companies trying to promote their sites might send an email to the top 100 like 

the following: 

21 

Alex Hunter is the operator of bringpopcorn.com, a site that streams movies live 

for viewers. As clearly depicted above, $500 for doing something you do all the time for 

free is good money. But the issue here is not the money as much as it is the power. These 

top users are almost guaranteed every time to be dugg to the top. This is better than 

tennis’s instant replay, which has an error rate of 10%. With something so accurate and 

assured for success, the attraction is compelling. Should a few users hold this much 

authority? Is it an oligarchy where the minions are the other Diggers? The top 10 Digger 

(BloodJunkie who received this email says no, people do not listen to the top of the food 

chain. But undoubtedly, the impact of the most successful users is still great—the 

statistics don’t lie. He claims that Digg is not a popularity contest, but if it isn’t, what is? 

Digg’s foundation is popularity; its whole purpose is to see what is popular among 

internet surfers. Kevin Rose even acknowledged that people were making friends with 
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the top users; it’s the reason stated for why the top 100 list was removed. But think about 

the thinking about Diggers. If someone’s stories are commonly dugg to the home page, 

his judgement must be solid, right? Using this logic, people do tend to look at top users’ 

posts more. It’s the same psychology as how people follow celebrities’ lives obsessively. 

They must have it—something “normal” people don’t have—in order to be that 

successful, and everyone watches like a hawk these seemingly more fortunate beings for 

a hint as to what it is. Some people analyze the top Diggers’ profiles, seeing which of 

their stories make it to the front page and if there is a pattern. There is a thrill to 

associating with skilled players of celebrity status because they’re somehow out of reach, 

just like how Tiger Woods, Michael Jordan and Roger Federer are. In Digg, reaching 

them comes in the form of befriending them and digging their posts. People with envious 

positions and reputations, they have influence and they continue to use it, knowingly or 

unknowingly.  

Of course by no means do most users accept bribes. Digg has a relatively virtuous 

audience who pride themselves in their morals (as seen through their comments) similar 

to how some gamers refuse to use dirty ways to win. When suspicious When Kevin Rose 

accused indirectly the top users of fraud and “gaming” the system, the top user at that 

time (p9s50W5k4GUD2c6) left. As of September 7th, 2006, he had submitted 1,334 

stories to Digg, with nearly 50% promoted to the front page. He also posted 1,113 

comments within 7 months. This is more evidence that the more successful you are, the 

more successful you will stay. He probably spent quite some time on Digg achieving 

these stats, but any innocent onlooker would wonder if the system was flawed in some 

way. These faults are not of the users though; Digg is built to give more attention to the 
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bigger names out there. To become famous, hard work, dedication and strategy are all 

obvious necessities.  

Aside from taking away the Top 100 List, Digg has imposed an algorithm that 

supposedly prevents fraud. It bans abusive users and detects attempts to cheat. Although 

Digg tried to halt possibly unfair practices, other sites are more than happy to make up 

for the loss. Efinke.com uses public data to compile its own list of top 100 users on Digg, 

so for anyone who really cares (as a lot of Diggers don’t particularly pay attention to 

what other users are doing, but instead mostly self promotion), the matter hasn’t been 

resolved. The list is still accessible and comes up in the top three links when “top 100 

Digg users” is googled.  

A Slashdot writer going by the penname of CmdrTaco shed some light on the 

situation by suggesting a new digging method22. Instead of allowing each story a “Digg 

this!” button on its specific URL, readers can only digg it on the front page. However, 

there’s a trick to this: every time the homepage is refreshed, there are different articles on 

it. This would work well for any other voting system, but Digg’s infamous front page is 

what makes it Digg. Without it working the way it does, the site would not attract the 

viewers and attention it has today. There would be no game to see who could dupe the 

system, nor would there be a deceivingly reachable goal.  

Sometimes, a highly dedicated fan base will digg a certain topic and every single 

story to the front page. For example, it looks like president hopeful Ron Paul has many 

supporters on Digg because every Ron Paul article hits the Digg homepage, not with an 

astounding amount of diggs but just enough fast enough to make it a “popular” story. 

There will always be recruiting of Diggers all over the web because this is the basis of 
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democracy. Michelle Malkin, a well-known blogger, encouraged her readers to sign up 

for Digg in order to digg her site. Some AOL users in the past were found to be 

“groupies” too. It’s perfectly legal although it is frowned upon.  

The most important lesson learned from this part is that Digg is a lot like life. The 

already wealthy and famous don’t need to do much to maintain their status because they 

have all the connections they need, but for the rest of those struggling for the top, it takes 

hard work and success isn’t even guaranteed.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Controversy Part 2: When the Referee Makes a Bad Call 
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This leads to the second portion of controversy. Does the administration keep 

things from Diggers? When does a game need to be censored? 

Digg has quite a bit of rumors and foul play plaguing its reputation. The “invisible 

hand” of the editors has noticeably pulled quite a few posts off the front page and 

elsewhere. They didn’t bury these stories but instead made them disappear completely. 

For a site that advocates freedom of speech and choice, Digg proves otherwise by often 

censoring its material. It has yet to admit that users do not control the site 100% and this 

is the basis of all anger at Digg.  

One incident occurred where a young college student with the username Aliwood 

submitted a story about herself and how her assignment was to get diggs for a story. It got 

dugg to the front page, but this wasn’t what the Digg editors wanted. They wanted users 

to digg stories because they were interesting, not to help someone with homework. Users 

weren't burying fast enough to keep the story off the front page so the administrators 

simply deleted all of the posts and also her account. They used their iron fist of “spam 

control” on something that was relatively insignificant, and certainly against Diggers’ 

approval. This is the foul call all referees make every now and then; it happens in all 

games.  

But it didn’t end there. ForeverGeek.com was found to be banned from Digg; no 

one could submit any stories at all from this site. It turned out that a blog on ForeverGeek 

revealed a pattern where many of the top users were digging each other’s stories 

including Kevin Rose, the founder! Readers got angry and began digging a multitude of 

stories from Boing Boing, Wired, and any other site that posted this discovery. Of course, 
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Digg couldn’t ban such big names and eventually, Kevin Rose explained that 

ForeverGeek was “thought to have been using fake accounts to digg up certain stories; 

therefore, it was banned.”23 Eventually, ForeverGeek was unbanned because it was too 

hard to prove they had been using fake accounts. Suspicious, very suspicious. The same 

banning process happened with numerous users who submitted things twice; Digg is 

strictly anti-spam and will often take matters into their own hands.  

But what happens when Digg gets scared? In April of 2007, the HD-DVD 

decryption key that allowed users to override DRM was released on the web and instantly 

dugg to the front page. Threatened with a DCMA lawsuit, Digg administrators quickly 

pulled the story. However, Diggers weren't going to stand by idly this time. The front 

page became filled with articles about the HD-DVD code and also about how once again 

Digg was not staying loyal to its users. CEO Jay Adelson wrote a blog explaining that 

stories had to abide by the “policies against the infringement of intellectual property” in 

order to keep Digg from being shut down. The comments and actions left by Diggers 

showed that they obviously didn’t care. And the revolt continued. Everywhere, the code 

was promoted, shown, spammed, and distributed. Some geeks made shirts displaying the 

magic numbers and letters across the front. There was even a Facebook group with over 

10,000 members in support of revealing the code. Digg’s efforts were futile; it was like 

“trying to take pee out of a swimming pool.”24 Eventually, Kevin Rose released this 

message:  

Today was an insane day. And as the founder of Digg, I just wanted to 

post my thoughts… 

 

In building and shaping the site I’ve always tried to stay as hands on as 

possible. We’ve always given site moderation (digging/burying) power to the 

community. Occasionally we step in to remove stories that violate our terms of 
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use (e.g. linking to pornography, illegal downloads, racial hate sites, etc.). So 

today was a difficult day for us. We had to decide whether to remove stories 

containing a single code based on a cease and desist declaration. We had to make 

a call, and in our desire to avoid a scenario where Digg would be interrupted or 

shut down, we decided to comply and remove the stories with the code. 

 

But now, after seeing hundreds of stories and reading thousands of 

comments, you’ve made it clear. You’d rather see Digg go down fighting than 

bow down to a bigger company. We hear you, and effective immediately we won’t 

delete stories or comments containing the code and will deal with whatever the 

consequences might be. 

 

If we lose, then what the hell, at least we died trying. 

 

Digg on, 

 

Kevin
25

 

 

And thus, the cry of independence and freedom from overbearingly large 

organizations was heard. To date, Digg is still up and running without a single lawsuit 

pertaining to the HD-DVD decryption code. The power of the people like John Locke 

had intended was finally used. But like any game, something special is only special once. 

When someone tried to submit the AACS key, it was buried as fast as it was dugg up. No 

one wanted to face the overload of a same topic on the home page again. One victory is 

enough… For now.  

 

To End on a Lighter Note 

Digg is bound to see many more changes in its lifetime. (The might even finally 

add a “pictures” category, something that Diggers have been clamoring about for 

months!) With something as tech-forward and community-run as Digg, there is no doubt 

that the sight will continue on for years to come. It might go from being a hidden game to 
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a widely-recognized one. But hopefully, some things will stay the same. May it always 

remain a democratic and free tool of the people, as it should be.  
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Chapter 6 – YouTube.com  

 

 

What is YouTube? 

 

Unless you’ve been living under a rock for the past few years, you’ve noticed that 

YouTube has invaded the internet as the dominant video sharing website. In November of 

2006, the company was purchased by Google for $1.65 billion, not surprising because of 

the speed of its growth and how soon it attracted millions of users. It’s hard to imagine 

that by the end of 2005, the majority of people had not even heard of YouTube let alone 

used it. Yet by the summer of 2007, it holds a major portion of internet traffic, almost 

13% of the world’s total internet users! It is also the 4th most visited site after Yahoo, 

MSN, and Google.1 Because of YouTube, HTTP traffic is finally back on top of the game 

ahead of P2P.2 (Previously, sharing of music, videos. and all other media was dominated 

by users connecting to each other. Now, they simply view and listen to what they want 

directly on a website without downloading. People like their free entertainment.) Of 

course there have been other video sharing sites like Metacafe but why did they not 

achieve the height of status that YouTube has? It all lies in the foundation and basis of 

ideas.  
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As seen with Digg, people enjoy getting things back from the system and not just 

contributing aimlessly. In YouTube, anyone can submit a video, any video. There are no 

hired reviewers (like those of Metacafe) who pick and choose which are worthy to be on 

the site. Instead, everyone has an equal chance at becoming a YouTube celebrity. Editors 

weed and prune the enormous video selection every now and then for copyright 

infringement but other than that, YouTubers are free to upload anything they want. The 

spectrum of videos covers all in existence and then some. Some of the most bizarre 

videos like “how to make dry ice bombs” appear as well as other shenanigans. There are 

vast amounts talent exposed through YouTube as well. It’s amazing how dedicated to 

their projects some users are and even more awesome the ideas they come up with. One 

video documented portraits of women over 500 years and animated each one to morph 

into the next. Another recorded hours and hours of a room being painted, whitewashed, 

and painted over and over again, condensed into a short film clip that was no longer than 

ten minutes. Various singers, actors, and songwriters showcase their abilities on YouTube 

in hopes of a big break because of the Power of the People. They can launch a career with 

just a few clicks. The only other video site like YouTube is Google Video, but they are 

part of the same company now.  

Like chess, there are an infinite number of ways to win in YouTube but it only 

occurs under certain conditions. Every single method, strategy, and theory leads back to 

the essential factor: getting people to view your videos. Ultimately, everyone strives for 

the same end beating out competition consisting of millions. By no means does everyone 

win; some might not even win once in their lifetime. However, the prize at the end is 

enough to lure so many into trying their hand at producing. In pinball, you score points 
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by hitting various sensors in a box; in YouTube, you earn points by advertising your 

video and by attracting viewers. Also, each video can be rated from one to five stars. So 

naturally, the higher your rating is, the bigger your chances are of becoming famous. 

Aside from the featured videos, you can sort the front page of YouTube by most viewed 

and highest rated for that day. This gives those who don’t have enough connections to 

reach the featured page a chance.  

YouTube’s capitalist system works as well as any, with successful entrepreneurs 

and others who can't seem to get their plans off the ground. The competitive environment 

separates the former from the latter, but a lot of times, it’s all about luck. In a tournament, 

one person might have all easy opponents until the finals while another might have to 

compete against rank one. But keep in mind that because of the random displacement of 

circumstances, it is uncertain who will win the game. Users keep posting new videos 

because of the continuous prospect of possible fame and recognition. After all, it’s not a 

hard process and there’s nothing to lose in this hidden game.  
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This above screenshot is what you’re aiming at. Twelve featured videos are 

shown on the homepage at a time and they will slowly be pushed off their precarious 

positions by newer ones. A director on YouTube usually chooses these videos based on 

public request and personal interest, not necessarily on how many views it has or its 
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rating. (How YouTube picks the director remains a mystery though.) The top twelve 

spots are not paid for as YouTube is a free website. The only purchased spaces on the site 

are a couple of advertisements and one video (usually an ad or a movie trailer) in the top 

right corner. Promoted videos are shown above the featured videos and change every 

time the page is refreshed. They tend to be clips that have a lot of views and are from 

some more well-known submitters. YouTube does not offer a specific formula on how to 

be promoted; so much of it is simply hit or miss. There is also a constantly changing 

panel of “videos being watched right now” on top of the promoted videos section, which 

is useful for finding new ones to see. Along with featured videos come the categories of 

most viewed, most discussed (meaning most comments), and top favorites. These have 

more concrete statistics, which YouTubers can use to set their goals.  
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How to Play 

 

 

Once you click the upload button in the top right corner, it will bring you to a 

page that begins like the above. Before you even browse for your video, you must enter 

the title, description, and tags. Then choose the video category that best suits it for further 

classification. According to the information box on the right, it would take a decent while 

to upload a full 10-minute video. So if you’re using wireless internet, you better hope it 

doesn’t disconnect during the supposed 100 minutes. You can also upload videos taken 

from a mobile phone directly to YouTube so that incredible video of Steve Jobs showing 

off his iPhone at the launch doesn’t have to wait for you to get home to be shared.  
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Next, select whether the video will be public or private. Like Flickr and 

Photobucket, YouTube can be used as a host for personal videos, not necessarily for 

everyone’s prying eyes. Of course, it recommends making videos public because that 

means more traffic for them. The next part is perhaps one of the coolest features 

introduced after Google bought YouTube. Geo-tagged videos appear on Google maps 

that have the YouTube feature enabled.  
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Let’s say a businessman looks up 

how to get to Gifu, Japan from Tokyo. 

After typing in Gifu, he sees a small box 

with a YouTube video on fishing, which 

is just what he’s going to Gifu for! This 

is ingenious because not only is it 

entertaining and perhaps useful for 

Google map goers, but it also gives 

YouTubers more views for their videos. 
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Before you finally get to browse for and upload a video, you should specify the 

sharing options for maximum customization. Quick capture allows you to use a webcam 

for an instant video. This however doesn’t allow for editing, and you would need to go 

back later to do it (perhaps with YouTube’s Remixer editing tool).  
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Ah, there’s the “do not break any laws or the FCC will get you” warning. How 

friendly! At least the browse and upload video process should go flawlessly. But then 

why is “Having trouble?” is in big bold letters? Not everything is perfect.   
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YouTube’s Video Layout 

 

 

For any new game, the design needs to be fresh and attractive. Some old run-

down looking layout is just not going to cut it. YouTube has a friendly and easy-to-follow 

interface that’s consistent everywhere in the world. (There are nine versions specifically 

for Brazil, France, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Netherlands, Poland, Spain and the U.K. There is 
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also one global version in English. As you can see in the image above, in the upper right 

hand corner there is a small U.K. flag to represent that all the videos I am streaming are 

from the U.K. Why I picked there and not Brazil for the example is because it’s still in 

English; the people just all speak with accents.) The different tabs along the top of each 

page allows for easy navigation and also signing up and logging in is quick. When you 

choose to watch a video, it appears on a clean-cut page with obvious controls—so easy a 

caveman could do it! Simple buttons are used to play, pause, control the volume of, 

navigate through, and minimize and maximize a video—all thanks to Adobe flash 

software. Basic information can be seen about each video on the side and under it, such 

as the play time, number of views, average number of stars rated, number of comments, 

the category it falls under, and who submitted it. Aside from these little bits, “honors” are 

the positions of worthiness a video has reached, such as #2 most viewed or #17 top rated. 

Clicking “links” shows every site that has linked directly to this video. After it is done 

playing, other related clips that may catch your interest are shown in a thumbnail form. 

Why there is a list after the video as well as on the side is beyond me, but I guess the 

psychology works. I find myself clicking the links at the end quite often. It’s YouTube’s 

way of keeping visitors on its site longer. Tags are also important because they help 

connect videos to one another so that “related videos” are actually related. And right 

under the tags, there is a code for embedding a YouTube video within a blog post. So 

convenient! Also, there is a link that allows you to post a comment or video response 

immediately. To make it more real-time, YouTube has added a feature that shows all the 

users watching this particular video.  
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The BETA version of YouTube seems to follow the one working strategy: keep 

users interested longer. More related videos are visible and there aren’t really any 

distractions that could take you away from YouTube. However, I must say that the 

colored buttons next to “save”, “add to favorites”, “share”, and “report” are definitely 
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more entertaining than plain grey ones.  In the old version, director videos appear in the 

right margin which meant that it paid off to become a director (see more about directors 

in the “Channels” chapter), but in the BETA version, they hold no particular power or 

prestige. Since now anyone with a YouTube account can become a director, it would be 

unfair to give one type of account an advantage over others. Instead of having one box 

tabbed “related”, “more from this user”, and playlists, the BETA version offers them in 

separate boxes on the right. Also, the “director videos” on the old version disappear and 

are replaced with more general “promoted videos.” 
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Features—so many! 

 

Rating Videos: 

How exactly do you separate the good from the bad, the interesting from the 

boring? The same five-star rating system used all over the world for quality judgement of 

restaurants, hotels, books, music, and movies is used to separate YouTube videos from 

one another. It is human nature to gravitate towards the best that is offered, so naturally, a 

4.5-star video will attract more viewers than a one-star one (unless it’s infamous for 

being so bad; in that case, people flock to see just how poorly the video is made).  A 

video with one rating of five stars is technically higher rated than a video with over five 

hundred ratings that has an average of 4.5 stars. But fairly speaking, the second video has 

had more five-star ratings and YouTube’s algorithm takes that into account when it puts 

the “top rated” videos into their category. The purpose of ratings is basically to allow 

users to input feedback on what they do and don’t like so that YouTube can sort the good 

from the bad.  

 

Video Replies: 

Countless people have seen videos and wanted to reply to them, whether it is a 

positive “I agree!” or a negative “You are wrong and this is why.”  Seeing this, YouTube 

developers updated the system so that underneath each video are its replies. It gives more 

power to the people and lets them input feedback rather than just watch something 

passively. This is another step towards a true “game” website where users can interact 
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with one another and compete. Each video’s replies can be seen directly underneath the 

play window for quick access.  

 

Comments:  

Like all blogs, YouTube has a comment system available for everyone to enjoy or 

loathe. However, their approach is different than most: the most recent comments are 

shown first. Instead of rushing to be the first commenter, YouTubers want to win by 

volume. This leads to an incredible amount of spam messages as everyone in the universe 

and then some will take advantage of this mistake to advertise their own videos. Rarely 

will you see any comments worth looking at and sadly, like MySpace, the comments are 

wracked with chain-letters and obscenities. Sometimes though, you can find amongst the 

trash little bits of useful-if-needed information such as which song the submitter used as 

background music. Recently, YouTube added the feature to rate these posts just like Digg 

does (positive and negative) and allows users to sort them according to number of ratings. 

However, comments themselves are not much of a game on YouTube but rather a means 

to an end: gathering as many viewers of your own video as possible.  

 

Channels: 

On the television, each channel is a company with its own genre of shows. MTV 

plays music (or it used to anyway), ABC Family is known for its suitable-for-all-ages 

material, and CNN is synonymous with news. On YouTube, things are a little different 

because the system is livelier, but it’s still similar because one channel controls what it 

wants to show. All registered users have their own channel and can also subscribe to as 
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many of them as they want, like RSS feeds. Ok, let’s say I see an absolutely beautiful 

video of Renaissance artwork and when I go to the submitter’s profile, I find even more 

great works. After I’ve exhausted my eyes watching every single one, I want to be able to 

know when the next one comes out. And so, I subscribe to that channel! The purpose of 

subscriptions is to personalize YouTube even further by allowing people to keep tabs on 

their favorite artist and topics. Also, YouTubers can leave messages and use other various 

friendly social-network-like features.  

But something happened that YouTube administrators didn’t predict: these 

subscribers became radical fans with power. Similar to Digg’s friend system, the more 

subscribers you have, the more likely you are to get promoted onto the homepage. They 

will digg up view and rate your videos every time you submit one, so having a couple of 

subscribers wouldn’t hurt. Once the “channels” tab is clicked, a page with the top 15 

most subscribed channels of the current week (or month, or all time) appears. Like 

everything else on YouTube, you can sort channels by most viewed as well, but there is 

no five-star rating system for them. Instead, channels are separated by types: comedians, 

directors, gurus, musicians, partners, sponsors, and YouChoose 08. The first four types 

can be anyone; you just change your account settings and voila! One benefit of changing 

your channel options to any of the four is that you get your own little avatar and attach a 

website link to your profile. Partners and sponsors are usually companies or organizations 

that have a special relationship with YouTube such as having donate money or had 

featured it on their shows, etc. YouChoose 08 are channels pertaining to the 2008 election, 

whether they are candidates or video bloggers YouTube hired to scope out the political 

situation. YouTube says it makes no difference which type of channel you pick, and that 
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they disregard this factor when choosing which videos to promote. This is getting to be 

truer in the BETA version, but the old version of YouTube had a special box for 

director’s videos. It still pays off to be a director somewhat because not everyone uses the 

newer BETA version.  

 

Categories vs. Search: 

If you’re looking for something specific, go ahead and type it into the search bar. 

After Google tweaked it, searching has been pretty accurate and useful for YouTubers. A 

keyword is looked for in tags as well as the title and description of the video. The search 

results are shown according to relevance but it still takes into consideration the view 

count and rating. Therefore, the first videos of a search are most likely to be very popular 

ones. Sorting by most date added, view count alone, and rating is also available. If you’re 

just browsing around, categories are the way to go. Once you click the tab, it brings you 

to a page where one pick of the day shares a blue box with four featured channels. 

Essentially, users have no control over whom and what gets picked because it is 

ultimately the editor’s decision. It helps to have enough support behind your video so that 

the editor can notice it in the first place, but other than that, picking each of the single 

featured videos for each category is out of the people’s hands. Within each category 

though, there are most recent, most viewed and top rated arrangements so all is not lost.  
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Community (groups and contests):  

The community tab brings you to a page where groups and contests are. This 

gives everyone a chance to further interact with fellow YouTubers, and also new goals to 

work towards. 

Groups bring people with similar interests together. They’re somewhat like 

Facebook groups, some existing simply for the sake of existing and others have a cause 

they advocate. The group with most members is simply titled “Guitar” and gives the 

description “The world's greatest and most popular musical instrument! If you love many 

kinds of music, - classical, rock, pop, punk, jazz, flamenco, country, bluegrass, folk, and 

more, join the guitar group, the largest group on YouTube! For aspiring guitarists, have 

fun playing along with some of the world's greatest guitarists in these videos."iv Another 

big group is “I love anime!” YouTube is known for its vast anime collection and almost 

every single unlicensed anime and some licensed ones too are available in 10-minute 

segments.  So it’s no wonder that a loyal group of followers created a group that archives 

almost all of the episodes. Other groups include political gatherings, fan clubs, or groups 

for a cause like world hunger or Darfur.  

If YouTube wasn’t like already a competitive game, the contest portion of the 

community clearly makes it one. Whether contests are company sponsored or user 

suggested, they both are sure to end up with entries, even if there is no prize. Winning is 

something all YouTubers like and contests make it relatively easier with a smaller 

number of applicants than those for the front page. Smirnoff and CNN are among the 

professionals dishing out these competitions, offering prizes if you win. Entering and 

voting are easy processes. To enter, all you have to do is make a video, post it on 
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YouTube, and send it to the administrators for a contest. After days or maybe weeks, the 

entries will be reviewed by the contest coordinators themselves or voted on by the people 

using the five-star ranking system. The ones with the highest number of votes win. It’s 

really that simple so go enter one!  

 

Presidential Debates: 

As YouTube wasn’t around for the last presidential election, online debates by 

video did not occur with such a massive outreach. But seeing the power of popular 

opinion, many candidates have taken it upon themselves to let the people ask questions 

and to basically get more involved in politics. So far, it has proven to be a successful 

venture. Not only are YouTubers becoming more politically aware, but they are also 

getting a chance to discuss issues that are important to them. Candidates are actually 

replying to users’ questions, shrinking the chasm between politics and most Americans. 

YouTube’s synopsis of the page is as follows:  

 

This summer and fall, YouTube, CNN and a few engaged and 

engaging citizens will make political history by having the presidential 

candidates answer questions submitted via YouTube videos.  

 

The first debate will feature the Democratic candidates on July 

23rd in Charleston, South Carolina. Submit your question for the 

Democrats between June 14 and July 22 (the earlier the better). The CNN 

political team will choose the most creative and compelling videos, and if 

yours is one of them, you may get the chance to fly to Charleston to watch 

the debate live and offer your reactions afterward on YouTube's political 

video blog, Citizentube.  

So if you've always wanted your voice to be heard, now's your 

chance -- grab a camera and get rolling. 
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If YouTube views are any indication of how the younger generation is going to 

vote in 2008, then Barack Obama has already won by a landslide. His channel’s 11 

million views tower over every other candidate’s, which haven’t even reached one 

million. Although this does not mean Obama is going to win for sure, it does indicate 

what the people want. And with almost 250 million visitsv a month, it’s not a small thing 

to be overlooked. Politicians recognize the force that is YouTube and thus, they are doing 

their best to get on its good side.  

 

TestTube: 

TestTube consists of applications that YouTube is testing to see if users like it or 

not. If it is successful, they would most likely make it a permanent feature in the next 

patch. To access TestTube, there is a link at the very bottom right of every YouTube page. 

It will then bring you to a page with some new things to try out. As of August 2007, it 

revealed the following projects: 

 

Active Sharing: 

At the moment I took the screenshot, there was no one watching “EXCLUSIVE 

Homer Simpsons Giant Donut” besides me, so the bar that shows current watchers didn’t 

exist.  But if it was one of the more popular videos, it would have a section like such:   
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To add your screen name to the list, you must enable active sharing by going to 

TestTube and then clicking on the appropriate links and buttons. This can also be 

changed in account settings. Aside from being able to see who is watching one single 

video, it works in the reverse. (No, not like in Soviet Russia, the videos do not watch you.) 

By clicking on any user in the “Also Watching Now” list, it brings you to their channel 

page which will have a list of videos they recently watched. This is not included in every 

channel because some users do not enable active sharing.  

 

AudioSwap: 

With all the licensing and pirated media issues today, artists get little credit when 

their work is used. YouTubers “borrow” songs all the time for fan videos, for lip syncing 

and dancing, or as background music for some other creation. AudioSwap is an 

application that replaces users’ music with licensed music, free of charge. It works well 

for both parties because a) the users are happy because they get the real version, b) there 

are no copyright issues since the artists consent to their songs being used and c) artists get 

attribution and advertisement. The actual replacement itself is very simple: you look up a 

song and if it’s there, you simply click a few buttons and it’s done! The only problem 

might be properly syncing the music with the video (crucial for lip sync clips and dances) 

because of a different in start time or something else. However, there should be no 

problems if the music is mean to be playing in the background.  
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Remixer: 

 

YouTube now offers a video editor of sorts. You can cut apart and reorganize any 

video you’ve already uploaded. Adding transitions, borders, self-made messages, 

graphics and music is made simple with this Adobe flash program. Click and drag the 

sliced pieces to where you want them to go, and then add whatever else you need. A 

tutorial is available for new users and a help section is there for troubleshooting. 

YouTube is not only providing a place to upload, but also making it more convenient for 

users to do so. After all, if producing a video is this simple, everyone will be glad to 

contribute more and more to YouTube.  
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Streams: 

YouTube wants users to connect with each other in real time, so they added 

streams! Any YouTuber can create a stream and handpick the videos it plays. What’s 

special about this application is that people viewing the same stream can interact with 

each other in a live chat box. Also, anyone can add a video from their own favorites. 

Once again we see the importance of user-control. Although streams are fairly new, there 

are already thousands of videos on them. They’re almost like mini social networks, each 

with its own group of dedicated fans. They all have unique genres for which videos are 

the streams. The most popular are ones that claim to have the “top videos” ever (which 

are really the most viewed and highest rated ones compiled). Currently, they are only 

sorted by the number of participants in each stream, but if this proves to be successful, 

YouTube will probably come up with new algorithms to sort them accordingly.  
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Customizable Video Player: 

 

Recently, YouTube added custom players for embedding in blogs. You can 

customize the color scheme as well as a few other things. One small step for YouTube, 

one giant leap for user-control.  
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YouTube Celebrities 

 

Before we explain how you can win at YouTube, let’s explore the why, the 

benefits. YouTube has launched the professional careers of a myriad of unsuspecting 

amateurs and given them opportunities unknowingly. Companies see that these users are 

popular, so they sign them. Gotta love the power of community! Take a look at some 

YouTubers who made it big: vi 

Esmée Denters – A singer from the Netherlands, she started singing pop songs—

really singing them, not just lip syncing—in August 2006. These videos grabbed so many 

viewers attention that by June of 2007 at the age of 18 years, she signed a record deal 

with Tennman Records, created by Justin Timberlake. She’s the first amateur to go 

directly from YouTube to the stage, where she opened six shows for Timberlake.   

Brooke Brodack – This comedian was one of the first YouTubers, starting as early 

as September of 2005. By 2006, she had an 18-month contract with Carson Daly of NBC. 

She is also quite young, age 21.  

Smosh – This dynamic duo might not have a professional contract yet, but they 

can boast about being the most subscribed channel on YouTube with almost 150,000 

dedicated fans. They also specialize in comedy but have left YouTube for a money deal 

with LiveVideo.com.  

Lonelygirl15 – This channel uploaded videos about the life of a “real” teenager 

named Bree, but was later revealed that this was hoax and that lonelygirl15 was actually a 

New Zealand actress. She has also left YouTube for Revver, which pays the submitter 

half of all advertisement revenue generated. 
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Lisa Donovan – She is another top user of YouTube, whose funny parodies are 

viewed millions of times. Her big break came in February of 2007 when Fox featured her 

in a role for MADtv.  

Terra Naomi – This alternative rock artist came to fame on YouTube with an 

original song titled “Say It’s Possible.” She was signed with Island Records in December 

2006 and even played at the UK branch of the Live Earth concert in London.  

Brandon Hardesty – He is a comedian whose re-enactment videos are his greatest 

source of fame. He redoes movie scenes and plays every character himself. He is featured 

in a GEICO commercial; they took a clip from his “Strange Faces and Noises I Can Make 

III” video and used it with the catchphrase “There may be better ways to spend 15 

minutes online.”  

Ysabella Brave – She is a singer with a wide variety of work, some original and 

some popular. She is signed with Cordless Recordings, a division of media giant Warner 

Music Group.  

TheReceptionist – His name is not known, but his videos are. Funny, unique, and 

often very colorful, they have attracted enough viewers for Comedy Central to take notice. 

On July 9, 2007 the company announced that he was to provide content for their website.  

Rhain Davisvii – His four minutes of YouTube fame brought him much more than 

that. The footage of this 9-year-old soccer player impressed Manchester United so much 

that by August of 2007, they had recruited him!  
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How to Win 

 

So, with so many features and applications, where do you start? Which ones do 

you pick? Lucky for you, it’s easy to use all of them because they’re interrelated. Killing 

four or five birds with one stone shouldn’t be a problem. However, shooting that one 

stone will be tough.  

Since YouTube is all about videos, the first step is obviously to have something to 

record with, whether it is a webcam, a camcorder, or a movie-taking digital camera. 

Anything works really; some videos are even taken from a cell phone. Some basic 

camera tips are to a) keep the camera steady at all times, b) be in good lighting, c) have 

clear audio, and d) have a good general sense of color-matching (please, nothing 

obnoxious or flashing that would cause epileptic seizures). Other than that, the recording 

itself is not very important since YouTube is full of amateurs. The thing that matters is 

the content of a video, what grabs viewers and gets them to share it with others.  

According to promoted YouTuber charlieissocoollikeviii (who managed to get his 

video “How to get featured on YouTube” actually featured), there are a few basic 

guidelines that you could to follow in order to get featured on YouTube. They are as 

follows: 

1. Copyrighted stuff not permitted for use by you is well, not permitted. YouTube likes 

to keep a clean record and so it most likely won't feature any videos with use of 

registered logos and music. YouTube is just as scared of lawsuits as the average 

American, so not only do they keep copyrighted things from reaching the front page, 

but they also remove all videos that violate the law. Clips from TV shows are taken 
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down within the first few hours they are posted, usually at the company’s request. It’s 

acknowledged that some shows that aren’t doing too well on TV will allow their clips 

to remain on YouTube for advertising purposes. Music videos are often uploaded by 

the artist or a representative, so YouTube does not remove them.   

2. Plan out what is going to be in a video. Writing is just as important as directing and 

producing. It’s where captivating storylines are born, and a well thought-out scheme 

holds viewers’ attention better than just some mumbo-jumbo rambling. Usually, 

every video has some kind of outline: songs have lyrics and music, talk segments are 

centered around a topic, tutorials show things step-by-step, skits have plots, and even 

the most random moments captured on tape are edited to make sense. In order to find 

something entertaining, understanding it is key, so please create videos that make 

sense for the sake of our sanity.  

3. Everyone likes music. Really, it’s true, and so if you can put what you want to say in 

musical form, it just might get promoted. Original songs appear quite often on the 

featured portion of the front page. Granted, they must not be horrible to listen to, and 

preferably funny or memorable. One example was of a guy playing guitar and singing 

a song about the high tech ways of his life. YouTubers were immediately taken it and 

probably spammed the editors to feature it. Other ways include rapping or playing an 

instrument. Songs from famous video games like Mario or Final Fantasy played on 

the piano are viewed hundreds of thousands of times; actually, any decently played 

piano piece is religiously viewed. Aside from this, having a unique voice helps too. 

One man sang a song titled Chocolate Rain; it was utterly boring and repetitive with 

every other line being “chocolate rain,” but he had an extraordinarily deep voice. 
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While some people dismissed him as horrible, others like myself were mesmerized by 

the deep bass. In a matter of days, the view count sky-rocketed to over a million.  

4. Adjacent to music’s position on YouTube is art. People really appreciate a well-put 

together video that’s artistic. There’s no other word to describe it besides that, so 

some examples should do. Like mentioned in the earlier pages of the YouTube 

introduction, there is the video of five hundred portraits of women morphing into the 

next picture in sequence, and there is also the room project where a single room was 

painted multiple times—the recording of the work was sped up and uploaded. One 

woman took a photo of herself in the same pose everyday for a few years; she then 

compiled the pictures into a freeze-frame video and the resulting video was 

something that YouTubers had never seen before.  

5. Because a good percentage of YouTubers are under the age of 18, and because 

YouTube likes to keep things clean regardless of the age or viewers, excessive 

profanity, skin-showing, or anything “mature” isn’t going to make the front page. 

YouTube needs to make sure that it’s suitable for all users so that no one gets irritated 

or angered. Videos that are “dirtier” require confirmation that you are indeed over 18, 

and therefore you must sign up for an account so that YouTube knows your age. 

Family-friendly does not necessarily mean boring or unfunny, and a video that all 

users can watch has a larger audience anyway.  

6. Videos of fluffy puppies sleeping cozily, baby pandas sneezing, white cuddly polar 

bears, and even United States defense attorneys acting cute (Rumsfeld being less stoic 

than usual was viewed over two million times) appear as YouTube’s featured videos 

numerous times. They are alluring and elicit warm fuzzy feelings within everyone, 
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even the toughest men on YouTube. So chances are, if you have a random clip of a 

cute animal laying around, upload it and see what happens! 

7. Although YouTube added the video response feature, it almost guarantees that your 

video isn’t going to be promoted. It makes sense though: in order for a video reply to 

make sense, a viewer must watch the original one that it is replying to. YouTube 

administrators think this is too much trouble and so they seldom, if not never, choose 

a reply over an original work.  

8. Be relevant to the present. People enjoy videos concerning what’s happening right 

here, right now. Parodies of the newest music videos? Featured. Interviews of actors 

recently hitting it big? Featured. Recent tracking of celebrities and what they’re doing? 

Featured unless it’s Paris Hilton or Lindsay Lohan because everyone’s just tired of 

them. Lately with the Harry Potter craze (since the 5th movie and 7th book were 

released this summer), more than a few Harry Potter fan videos have surfaced on the 

front page. During the 2006 World Cup for soccer, videos of impressive goals were 

featured and at the very end, there was no doubt that the Zidane headbutt was all over 

YouTube. Politics videos get promoted quite a bit because of all the commotion over 

recent government actions, and certainly there’s some attribution to the liberal 

community that is YouTube. With that said, go watch/read/listen to the news and 

make a video about something fascinating.  

9. Videos of dangerous things normal people would never attempt are always 

entertaining to watch, and YouTube administrators think the same. Insane videos 

always make it to the featured pages because honestly, how many people can back-

flip off a moving truck and still be alive? Or what about jumping on a bike from 
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rooftop to rooftop? Really, any awesome physical feat by mankind is bound to hit the 

front page. You don’t have to be the one attempting something life-threatening; you 

just have to tape someone else doing so. Start with something easy, like drenching a 

wasps’ nest in gasoline and lighting it on fire. They will absolutely love it.  

10. Be someone no one likes. For some strange reason, people like raining on someone’s 

parade more than they do praising others. If you complain about something everyone 

likes, your life, society, or the world in general, there’s a big likelihood that quite a 

few people will get angered and reply. This is publicity, fame, notoriety. YouTube 

editors will see that and maybe feature your video to get devoured by the hungry 

wolves that we call critics. The Chocolate Rain video was hated by so many for its 

eerie tone and repetitive lyrics, and YouTubers weren't afraid to say so in the 

comments. Some of them were so vicious that it’s unfit to be reprinted. Yet, the 

video’s view count rose astronomically because people were curious to see just how 

bad it was.  

11. Comedy is one of the best-selling, most-watched, highest rated genres of all time. 

Why? Well, no one likes to sit at their computer just to watch something that will 

depress them for the rest of the day. Happiness equals endorphins and endorphins 

make people feel good. A truly funny video can be watched countless times and 

friends tend to send them to each other. YouTube knows that so they try and put as 

many comical clips on the home page as possible without it being too suspicious. 

Parodies, random yet funny skits, hilarious original songs, and other miscellaneous 

clips all filed under the category of comedy make it big. One recent music video I 

saw was “I Got a Crush… On Obama” and it featured a decent looking young woman 
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who sang and danced to a song titled just that. Making a political situation funny is 

just what YouTube’s smart yet open-minded audience likes because this video has 

almost reached three million views. They are always looking for something new. 

What may not be funny to one or two friends might be hilarious to the majority of 

YouTubers.  

 

These tips certainly cover a lot of ground, but there are still some points missed: 
 

12. Good sound and video quality contributes to the success of a video. No one likes 

listening to music with a lot of static or watching a video that’s too dark to see what’s 

going on. So keep in mind basics in camera and microphone use and you should be 

good. Unless you’re making a professional quality documentary or film expo, there’s 

no need to work endlessly at camera angles or overlaying sounds. Most YouTubers 

are amateurs so they can sympathize with one another. Truth be told, there isn’t much 

one can do while recording with a webcam other than move around. Artistic 

production isn’t for simple talk segments or songs because it’s the content that counts. 

However, if you’re aiming for something beautiful in presentation, you probably 

already know all about camera rules and can disregard my lowly advice.  

13. The concept of fairness may be liked by some, hated by others, but YouTube tries to 

give users who haven’t been featured more of an advantage. They don’t want to end 

up with a hierarchy of just a couple YouTubers submitting all the top videos. Thus, 

you are more likely as a less well-known user to get featured as would a seasoned 

veteran with many features under his belt. An unknown user would have at most one 

hundred subscribers and few maybe no videos on any promoted list. Giving the 
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underdogs a chance makes more people want to aim for the approachable featured 

page, and therefore more users. The creator of the “How to get featured on YouTube” 

video was unknown before it hit the front page. Afterwards, his subscriptions went up 

to over 8,000 and YouTube perhaps feels that having this many subscribers means 

that you don’t need their help anymore. My suggestion? Make a couple of accounts.  

14. Do it yourself videos are another type that get featured quite a bit. YouTube hosts 

some of the most eccentric tutorials ever, and YouTubers like it. Aside from simply 

viewing incredible feats or creations, people want to know how it’s done. Everyone 

has seen the Coke and Mentos reaction but a walkthrough shows them how to make 

their own safely. Remember those science experiments you did in elementary school? 

Well, simple videos on how to make a battery out of lemons and baking soda 

volcanoes are getting featured. Other ones include Photoshop tutorials, how to 

become a samurai/ninja/pirate/Hogwarts student, cooking lessons, how to make your 

own clothing, videos on success and how to win at life. So share your experience with 

others and your clips just might get promoted.  

15. Recently, animated stories have been showing up on the featured list quite often. 

These original plots might be strange or random, but YouTube seems to like the 

difference that they provide. This requires more skill, as animation isn’t the easier 

trick in the book. Freeze-frame takes a long time to complete while other ways might 

require advanced computer programs. It’s not for everyone, but if you have an idea 

for a story and the means to create it, it will very likely reach the home page.   
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Aside from being featured on YouTube, other goals include just getting many 

views, high ratings, and a lot of subscribers without having to reach the front page. Some 

videos that are almost guaranteed to reach the most viewed section are shows. YouTube 

has a vast gathering of anime lovers who watch Naruto and Bleach religiously, so if you 

are one of the first people to upload a new episode, it’s probable that the video will be 

viewed a couple hundred times. Korean, Chinese, and any foreign drama will have the 

same effect. Any unlicensed (and sometimes licensed, but these get taken down) shows 

will attract many watchers. Often, a featured YouTuber will have other videos in the most 

viewed category because everyone is so enamored with the one promoted video that they 

wish to see the rest. As for high ratings and subscribers, there’s not really any trick to it. 

YouTubers like what they like, so it’s just hit and miss. Most importantly, if you aren’t 

having fun making and sharing videos, chances are that others won't find them interesting 

either. So go out there and give YouTube something it’s never seen before!  
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Chapter 3 – Facebook.com 

 

 

What is Facebook? 

 

Consider all the sports players in the world—young children, high school athletes, 

college students, and amateurs—who don’t make it to the professionals. For them, it may 

not be the quest after the top spots, but simply the process of trying. Facebook is all about 

the fun in just playing; there is no well-defined goal to reach. So what makes it like a 

game then? Oh, only the thousands of fun activities to do and the millions of people to 

interact with. It is one massive community that gains as many 100,000 new users each 

day and is continuously morphing to meet their demands.  

Facebook is a social utility that connects people with friends and 

others who work, study and live around them. People use Facebook to 

keep up with friends, upload an unlimited number of photos, share links 

and videos, and learn more about the people they meet.
1
 

 

Facebook describes itself to be the linking factor within groups of people, 

connecting them to each other through “friendship”. Anyone can join; all you need is an 

email address. After typing in all the usual information like name, age, and gender, 

Facebook allows you to choose your network. It may be the school you’re currently at, 
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the company you work for, the city you live in, or even the closest metropolis. From the 

very beginning, Facebook assimilates you into your community, personalization at its 

best. It automatically builds a connection between you and all the people in your network. 

Facebook also asks how you met each of your online friends, whether it was at school, 

work, or the croquet team you were once a part of. It’s perfect for those acquaintances 

you don’t really know, or those not-very-memorable classmates.  

Facebook’s approach is somewhat different than that of MySpace, a competing 

social network that is currently the web’s largest. Originally targeted towards Harvard 

students (Zuckerberg was one until he dropped out to work with Facebook full time), the 

former promotes professionalism and has a simple layout to reinforce this. The pages 

aren’t overcrowded with random junk advertisements but instead have only one or two 

that come from reputable companies. What matters on Facebook is the content, not the 

layout (which is unalterable). There is nowhere for users to input a script to change the 

appearance of his or her page (like they can do in MySpace), so everyone has the same 

generic but thoughtfully clean design. Only the applications you actually use appear in 

the navigation bar, so there are no useless links anywhere on any page. There is also great 

control over the privacy of your material, even letting you pick exactly who can see what. 

Security is less of a problem on Facebook and it’s something they take much pride in.  

Game-wise, Facebook is more comparable to The Sims rather than let’s say, 

Mario. The object of the game is more to monitor or to guide characters in daily life 

rather than to win at something. There’s no simple goal in sight but it is all about the 

process of playing. Since the site is all about the experience of keeping in touch, it has 

maximized customization and features to make doing so more enjoyable. People can 
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poke each other, write on walls, and sent each other messages. Uploading photos, sharing 

videos, inviting people to events, writing notes, and posting links are all a part of 

Facebook’s most basic program. With these features, circles are expanded as friends of 

friends of friends of friends get to know each other.  

It comes as no surprise then that in 2006, Yahoo offered to purchase Facebook for 

$1 billion. The 23 year old founder, Mark Zuckerberg, had other ideas though. He 

decided to take his company in a new direction: third party applications. (These are little 

side-programs added onto the main interface that make the whole experience even more 

interesting. Any program imaginable can be made to be an application on Facebook.) 

Suddenly, thousands of developers could use the massive people connections of 

Facebook for their own means. Business and marketing opportunities opened up and 

certainly, no competitive company was going to be left behind. The myriad of creators all 

scramble to create “the next big app” that may be as serious as a stock ticker or as playful 

as a battle between ninjas and pirates. The true winners of this mini-game? The users who 

keep getting fresh fun and more personalization. The number of ways to express oneself 

continues to increase each day, and that’s what keeps Facebook running and attracting 

new people.   

This vast site is not just a social network, but a “tool [used] to facilitate the 

information flow between users and their compatriots, family members and professional 

connections”.2 Its difference from other networks lies in the newsfeed, which displays 

everything that your friends are up to—all their actions, not only the ones concerning you, 

show up on this RSS-like feed. Every move you make on Facebook can be seen by 

everyone on your friends list, unless you decide to “hide” the story by clicking the “x” 
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next to each of your personal feeds. The real time exchange and constant notifications are 

good reasons for people to check Facebook multiple times a day. This is the addictive 

factor that is characteristic of video games. Playing once a day is not enough, but instead, 

people are compelled to spend every single waking moment on one activity. This degree 

of reliance and obsession isn’t healthy, but it’s what determines if a site’s success rate. 

The ability to attract and retain viewers is crucial, and the more game-like a website is, 

the better its chances are.  

Facebook is not an ordinary game with clear-cut rules. One might say that it is the 

next generation of gaming because it focuses on interaction and not as much on the 

product or outcome. There is not one major goal to aim at, but instead, there are many 

different ones that contribute to overall success and amusement in playing Facebook. 

Some applications are actual games while others that aren’t intended for this specific 

purpose can still be played. There are of course some basic things you can “win” at such 

as gathering as many friends as possible, getting a large following for a group or cause, or 

even winning in a poke war. However, most things are rather vague and can only be 

explained by the process, not the result. Thus, technically, Facebook is a zero-sum game 

with no losers and no winners.  
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Starting Up 

 

3 

This form above is the beginning of a world of wonders. Facebook separates first, 

middle and last names so you can simply type your full name as it is into the box. People 

under age 18 can only use Facebook when affiliated with a high school or college. Those 

under age 13 cannot join Facebook at all. Note the unique double-word human tester that 

requires you to type a space between the words (tricky and ingenious!). After registration 

is complete, Facebook will ask to browse your email inbox or AIM buddy list for 
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Facebook friends that you can add. You can skip this step if you’d like; doing so will 

bring you to the true homepage where your newsfeeds will appear. Then you can search 

for people you know, and add them as friends. They will be notified and if they accept, 

you will be notified as well. You may choose to be in a network according to where you 

live. Usually, a large city extends its reach of encompass the smaller areas around it. For 

example, users living in Montgomery County, Maryland might consider themselves to be 

part of the Washington, DC network.  
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Although the center is empty at the beginning, as soon as you add a friend, his/her 

actions will appear on this newsfeed. You can change what shows up on the feed by 

clicking “preferences” at the top of the section. On the left is a simple navigation bar that 

will take you to whatever applications you have added plus the default. Other Facebook-

sponsored notifications are below the status and include one of its ways to earn money—

paying for gifts. A measly $1 spent by most of Facebook’s 35 million users will total to 

quite a bit. Other than that, there is always a paid advertisement somewhere on the page 

that helps keep Facebook running and from filing bankruptcy.   
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Features 

 

Facebook has so many features that finding a starting point is no easy feat. The 

following list is only of the most basic features and doesn’t include applications, which 

are on a whole other level. However, the fun does not just start with applications; the core 

of Facebook is also quirky and entertaining. They are the essentials in social networking 

and relations between users.  

 

The Status: 

  

The top of your profile page is reserved for your status—a sentence beginning 

with “(Your name) is…” and ends in whatever you wish to type there. This present tense 

verb is often hard to work around so some people just ignore it at times. There is a typing 

limit of 160 characters so fortunately, no matter how much some people would like to 

bore everyone with details of their exact state of being, they can't.  

 

The Poke: 

 

Poke (pōk) - n. A push, thrust, or jab, as with a finger or arm. On Facebook, it’s 

something in every profile you can click on that will alert the user.  
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Any user can poke all the other users so it’s a good way to meet new people. 

Poking back lets them know you acknowledge their existence. But be careful, this 

meaningless fun unique to Facebook can escalate into a full out Poke War that’s unlikely 

to end without surrender. Win the war and win this mini-game.  

 

The Basic Info:  

 

The things you choose to fill out here will appear on your profile page, unless the 

privacy settings are changed. All the information you enter connects you to others with 

the same interests, occupation, hometown, etc. and you can be searched by them 

according to these factors (this searching can be stopped in privacy settings too). The 

layout of all the different parts of the actual profile, except the Mini-Feed and Friends 

boxes, can be changed by dragging each section.  
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The Newsfeed:  

 

Appearing directly under the status, the Mini-Feed shows your ten most recent 

actions. The “x” on the side of each part is to hide the story from viewers, but the action 

itself is not undone. Other than that, there’s really not much else to it.  

 

The Wall: 

 

Something as simple as commenting is revolutionized by Facebook just because it 

was given a better name. Each user has a “wall” that others can write on, and what they 

write shows up for everyone’s viewing pleasure. It’s pretty simple, but a unique feature is 

that you can see “wall-to-wall” or solely the conversation between you and a single friend. 

Instead of using HTML to add photos, videos, and links, sharing them is made easier for 
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people (like me) who are scripting-challenged. You can even record a video via webcam 

and post that instantly. Other applications added may appear as an option on the wall; for 

example, the fortune cookie app lets users send a fortune along with their wall post. Only 

friends can write on walls, so there should be no worries about spam unless a “friend” 

decides to write “HA! Colts beat the Bears 29-17!!! You owe me $50 >:D” fifteen times.  

 

The Inbox/Notifications: 

 

Some people don’t want their messages to be posted on a wall for everyone to see, 

so they can send you a private message. This works the same as any email, only there 

aren’t any attachments allowed. Notifications are those actions that concern you 

particularly, whether it is a message written on your wall, or a comment about a photo 

with you tagged. New notifications appear on the homepage of Facebook but can be 

looked at again on this page.  
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The Friends: 

  

When visiting someone else’s 

profile, you are able to see every friend 

he/she has and which networks they belong 

to. It’s sometimes amusing to see which 

friends you have in common. Using 

networks, this is how Facebook encourages 

users to meet new people and break the ice. 

Mark Zuckerberg first let Harvard students 

and staff test the site, and it became an 

instant success because it bridged the gap 

between freshmen and upperclassmen as 

well as led to better teacher-student 

relations.  

 

 

Under the “Friends” tab at the top of every Facebook page, there are… more tabs. 

Even more features are here, and you wonder if you’ll ever get to end of them. Where 

does it all end? It doesn’t because Facebook is forever morphing, but I digress. The 

“Friend List” can be shown according to those who recently updated their profile, 
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recently added friends, ones online now, those belonging in different networks, clubmates, 

schoolmates, coursemates, classmates, and even friends met through other friends. 

“Finding Friends” is self explanatory, and “Status Updates” list all the changes in status 

of all friends.  

 

When a friend adds you, a little window like the one above pops up and asks how 

you know that friend. This is your chance to mark every single way so that in the future, 

when you have long forgotten how you met an acquaintance, you will be able to say, “Oh, 

he was that kid who sat in the back of biology and snored a lot,” after reading the social 

timeline. The timeline groups your relations by year, so the people in your classes one 

year and the people who you met during summer of another will show up accordingly.  
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The Network(s): 

 

A network is the community you belong to, the group of people you can most 

commonly associate yourself with. You may have more than one network, and Facebook 

allows that as seen in the screenshot above of account settings. A network’s profile is set 

up somewhat like personal profiles. There is a wall, some basic info, a list of all its 

members, etc. But there are also places for event notices specific to the area, flyers, a 

marketplace that advertises things people are selling, nearby networks, a discussion board 

for random thoughts, and even network statistics that show the top movies of the area or 

the most popular political view.  
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The Search:  

 

This fundamental feature makes finding friends, groups, events, and applications 

convenient and fast. You can use the advanced search to narrow down specifically what 

you want because otherwise, thousands of results for a query will show up.  

That wraps up the basics of Facebook. As you can see, they’re used for mainly 

expanding and maintaining friend circles without much innovation. The game that is 

played here is the game of social networking. To win the game is to meet more people 

and to create stronger connections with all. So far, it doesn’t seem quite that fun, but the 

next section more than makes up for the lacking entertainment of the fundamentals.  
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Applications 

 

 

This is the home page of your current applications. You can add more, remove 

existing ones, and change each setting specifically. You can even drag the positions of 

applications on the left navigation bar to reorder them for better access. Settings for each 

individual one can be changed in order to customize which appear in your profile and 

what the application can post in your feeds. The apps shown above are the default for any 

new member and are applications made by Facebook, not third party developers. Ever 

since Facebook opened itself up to these programmers, its success and place in the web 

has grown. Covering all 3000 applications in this book would not be feasible, so it’s time 

to highlight the most useful and successful starting with the ones by Facebook itself.  
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Perhaps the most 

popular application 

used on Facebook is 

Photos. Uploading is 

incredibly easy and 

there is no limit on the 

number of pictures. 

You may upload them 

to be “profile pictures” 

or into different digital 

albums. The most 

exciting feature of 

photos on Facebook 

however is that it 

allows you to “tag” 

friends. By clicking 

anywhere on the photo, 

a small box is 

highlighted and can be 

“tagged” with a name 

of either a friend with 

Facebook, or anything 

else. Others may add 

tags of people you 

don’t know and you 

can accept or deny the 

requests. Each photo 

can be commented on 

as well.  
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Videos are limited to 

300 MB and 15 

minutes but Facebook 

users mostly upload 

short segments or clips 

of interesting moments, 

or they send friends 

video messages. 

Browsing is simple and 

anyone can be tagged 

in these videos just like 

in photos. Comments 

are also available in 

this feature. On the 

videos application 

homepage, they are 

ordered by the latest 

ones submitted by 

friends and  

 

This is an online 
invitation system. An 
event can be posted 
with details about who 
is invited, what is 
expected, when it is, 
and where it is held. 
Then e-invites are sent 
to Facebook invitees. 
This is all controlled by 
you, the host. RSVP 
options include: 
attending, not 
attending, and maybe 
attending. Sometimes, 
these events are not 
actual physical 
gatherings but rather a 
day of celebration, like 
National Talk-Like-A-
Pirate Day. People 
“attending” are those 
who are participating in 
the activities.  
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Groups tap into the 

power of common 

interests and goals. 

Anyone can create a 

group, title it anything 

they want, and invite as 

many people as they 

wish. The spectrum is 

so vast that it’s 

impossible to cover all 

the different groups. 

They range from fun 

ones like “Dora the 

Explorer is soo an 

Illegal Immigrant...” to 

more serious political 

followings like “Barack 

Obama (One Million 

Strong for Barack)” to 

even pretty much 

useless ones like “I 

Will Go Slightly Out of 

My Way To Step On 

That Crunchy-looking 

Leaf”. Aside from basic 

info describing the 

group, its profile has a 

wall, a discussion 

board, photos, videos, 

events, and links to 

join/invite new people 

to/leave the group.  
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Notes are sort of 

Facebook’s version of a 

blog. However, aside 

from a blog’s 

trademark post and 

comments, Facebook 

lets you “tag” friends 

who the post concerns. 

Notes are sorted by 

date of those who 

posted and those who 

got tagged. RSS 

subscription is 

available as well as 

importation of an 

outside blog (perhaps 

you may have one from 

blogger, or MySpace, 

etc.).  

 

This is perfect for those 

“this is so cool that I’m 

going to share it with 

everyone” moments. 

You can post pictures, 

videos, events, and 

basically anything on 

the web. Friends are 

able to view, comment 

on, share, and report (if 

inappropriate) all 

posted items. RSS is 

available for this 

application too and 

there is even a feature 

that allows you to 

directly post web 

browser bookmarks.  
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The market place is 

similar to eBay without 

the actually exchange 

of money. It is an 

advertising application 

that lists what people 

are selling and what the 

costs are. Specific 

categories along with 

localization using 

networks allows for a 

more personalized 

experience.  

 

With the rise of cell 

phones with internet 

access (especially 

Smartphones like the 

iPhone), people are 

spending less time 

inside sitting in front of 

a computer and more 

time outside 

experiencing. Thus, 

Facebook created an 

application that allows 

users to upload material 

directly from their 

phones to the website. 

Updates of your own 

site can be texted to 

you as well.   

 

YouTube isn’t the only 

site that is getting 

politically active. This 

application allows users 

to interact with US 

politicians.  
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Third Party Apps:  

 

Facebook assures users that its own applications are safe, but cannot provide the 

same guarantee for those created by independent developers. Information could be 

exploited using these applications so it is necessary to check how reliable their creators 

are. Facebook warns you against the risk by inserting the page shown above.  

Applications made by Facebook don’t even cover 10 of the 3000 applications, so 

the rest must be third party ones. The next section will describe some of the most popular 

and quirky apps, but as for the rest, you will have to browse on your own!  
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Top Friends is a 

MySpace feature that 

Facebook did not 

include in its own 

interface. However, 

Slide, Inc. saw an 

opportunity and created 

this application that 

currently has the most 

users of any platform 

application. The reason 

for its popularity might 

be because Facebook’s 

users often also have 

MySpace accounts. Up 

to 32 “top friends” can 

be chosen and 

displayed in a box on 

your profile.  

 

My Questions taps into 

a popular category of 

applications: opinions 

of friends. Questions 

are asked, answered, 

and debated in this 

simple app. Others like 

Compare People and 

Superlatives ask which 

friends are funnier, 

cooler, smarter, etc. 

Quizzes lets users create 

tests for friends to take 

and see how much they 

know about each other. 

These applications 

expose new and 

interesting facts about 

everyone that might not 

have been known 

otherwise. 
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Sometimes, pictures say 

more than words, and 

that’s exactly what the 

creators of Graffiti 

thought. Why not be 

able to draw on 

someone’s profile as 

well as write on it? 

There are quite a few 

different levels of 

opacity and brush 

width, and an almost 

infinite number of 

colors (they let you 

enter a HEX code as 

well as choose from a 

palette). It’s quick, 

easy, and most of all 

fun.  

 

Already a pretty 

successful website 

itself, iLike has 

extended its reach to the 

Facebook crowd. 

Features include adding 

music to your profile, 

seeing what concerts 

are available and who’s 

going, downloading 

free mp3s, and a music 

challenge (it plays a 

sample of a track and 

you must guess what it 

is). This is one way 

users can get to know 

more about each other.  
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Facebook charges $1 

for every gift sent, but 

some people thought 

gifts should be free for 

people to enjoy. And so 

now they are! This 

application puts the 

Facebook feature out of 

business (unless users 

wish to donate out of 

the kindness of their 

heart). Sending these 

gifts builds relations 

because honestly, who 

doesn’t like giving and 

getting gifts, especially 

when it’s free? 

 

Most of Facebook’s 

users are idealistic 

youth, and thus, the 

Causes application has 

become known for its 

success in promoting 

more liberal ideas. 

After adding the app, 

people can join certain 

causes that they 

support, and even 

donate money to the 

causes. There are 

explanations as to 

where the money goes 

and how it can be 

donated. Causes helps 

get the Facebook 

community into 

political and world 

issues, and it will likely 

become even more 

successful in the future.  
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When there is a war, 

you can’t simply use 

the same move over and 

over again. There must 

be variety! With X Me, 

it is possible to do 

anything to anyone with 

this application (which 

is currently about 5.6 

million users). You 

select a friend to “poke” 

and then type what you 

want to do to them. 

This is the power of 

personalization at its 

best!  

 

It has become a popular 

online fight: pirates vs. 

ninjas. Who would win 

in an ultimate battle? 

Pirates are currently 

ahead by about 3,000 

votes but anything 

could happen! Versus 

groups, which includes 

Vampires vs. 

Werewolves, have 

become communities of 

selective unification 

(due to the bitter battles 

between groups).  

 

Popularity of an application might be one goal on Facebook, but it is one that can 

be reached by a select few, since not everyone is a developer. Usefulness, design, fun-

factor, and overall attractiveness contribute to an app’s success. Some have reached fame 

by imitating basic Facebook features, such as more advanced “super” walls, better poke 

systems, and photo slide shows. Others are already from successful sites on the web and 
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export a small sample of their full services onto Facebook. Apps that predict the future 

are also well-liked, such as Fortune Cookie, Magic 8 Ball, and Horoscopes. You can 

even play old NES games with an emulator app. When it comes to what Facebook thinks 

is cool, it’s pretty much unpredictable, so all you developers out there, give it a shot! Or 

if you’re just a normal programmatically-challenged individual like me, just have fun 

with them.  
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Customization 

 

Newsfeed Preferences: 

 

By clicking on the “preferences” link on the bar at the top of your homepage 

newsfeed, it will bring you to this page, where you can choose which actions you want to 

see more or less of. Everyone has both best friends and those acquaintances they don’t 

really know, and Facebook lets you separate the difference in your newsfeed.  
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Account Settings:  
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Account settings are perhaps one of the most important parts of Facebook 

customization. This is where the big stuff is changed—name, email, password, security 

question, and credit card information. There is no limit to how many email addresses you 

can add, but only one can be the address that Facebook sends all its messages to. (Be 

careful doing this, because if you are the type to have multiple accounts, and you use the 

same email for both, you will only be able to log into one of those Facebook accounts 

from that point on.) Credit card information is used for the Gifts feature sponsored by 

Facebook where users can buy a gift to send for $1, and also for polls in which users pay 

Facebook to post a survey that targets a specific network.    
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Email Notifications:  

 

These can be either very useful, or utterly annoying. For those who check their 

email a lot more often than Facebook, the former is true. However, for those who hate 

inbox spam, the latter is unavoidable. Luckily, you can disable all notifications and carry 

on without a page’s worth of emails about who wrote on your wall and who tagged you 
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in a photo. However, it is somewhat useful to have notifications of the things that do not 

appear on the newsfeed, such as discussion board replies.  
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Security: 

 

In the World Wide Web today, information is not as secure as people think and 

can be easily passed from one site to another, ending up in the hands of spammers or 

worse, people who want to do harm. No one wants everyone to see everything, so 

Facebook created very detailed settings for its users. Click “privacy” at the top right 

corner and it will bring you to this page. Choose who can see your photos, profile, videos, 

status, friends, and your wall. Pick what even appears on your profile; for example, if 

you’d rather not display your personal information such as your birthday, religious views, 
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etc., you can choose to opt out. You can even hide your email so that no one bothers you 

outside of Facebook. If you would rather not be included in search results, simply edit 

those settings. Don’t want others tracking your every move? Edit your own feed 

preferences. Random people might poke, message, or friend-request you, and you might 

not want them to gain access to your full Facebook profile, but that can be solved too. 

There are even more specific settings especially for photos and notes in the applications 

section. You can choose who sees each album of pictures, and who can read, subscribe to, 

and comment on your notes (turning comments and subscriptions off are also options).  

 

Well, there you have it—the seemingly endless and meticulously planned settings 

of Facebook. They all contribute to a more personalized feel to your account and give 

you ultimate power over what you want. When you can control the game, you play it well.  
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How to Win Play Well 

 

The elusive goal of social networks causes some to call it a waste of time and 

others to be hopelessly addicted to it. But it’s those who aren’t really paying attention to 

the “higher meaning” who really succeed at it. This is because they’ve already caught the 

essence of Facebook without even realizing it. Mark Zuckerberg created it so that all his 

classmates, schoolmates, and professors could be linked together in one place to increase 

accessibility and communication amongst all. So to play this game, all you have to do is 

enjoy yourself and not think about winning. Success on Facebook consists of flourishing 

connections. It is an extension of real life, where building relationships provides 

opportunities and happiness. Success is also having influence on others so the more 

friends you have, the more people you can notify about events, and the more who can see 

your opinionated notes. More influence equals more impact in society.  

With that said, there are some things you can consciously do to “play” well. First 

and foremost, do not be scared to approach anyone on Facebook. Banish all thoughts 

such as “I don’t know this person very well, so I won’t bother him with a friend request,” 

or “I wonder if she will think I’m weird if I message her.” Casual communication is what 

it’s all about. A simple “hey, what’s up” on Facebook is the perfect ice breaker because 

it’s not as personal as a phone call and doesn’t require immediate attention like an instant 

message. People can think about what they want to write back without the pressure of 

time. Of course, if you are on the receiving end of a message, you should probably reply 

within the next day or so. Any longer period of no response might be considered rude, 

and a rude acquaintance doesn’t become a friend.  
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The second part to success on Facebook is maintaining these relationships you 

have started. No matter how gorgeous a piece of art is, without proper preservation, it 

will eventually deteriorate. Be proactive and write on others’ walls, invite them to 

applications, tag them in pictures, and comment on the things they post. Don’t wait for 

them to contact you because there is a bigger probability that they won't. So be the first 

person to initiate conversation and keep it going. One great way to have fun doing this is 

to take advantage of the third party apps Facebook recently instituted. Instead of writing 

your message, draw it on a Graffiti wall, or maybe duel someone in RoShamBo, the app 

version of rock-paper-scissors.  

Other than these few guidelines, there’s not much else to it except basic etiquette 

to pay attention to. Be respectful to others and never ever post anything up that you 

would not like for the world to see, because they will. Words and pictures on Facebook 

travel faster than anything anywhere else because of its easy accessibility and large 

number of users.  
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At least if all else fails… 

 

 But no one likes to fail at anything. With Facebook, it is likely you’ll never see 

this page unless you made a mistake setting up an account. There is enough new material 

to keep your attention and it is truly a fantastic way to keep in touch and expand 

relationships. The goal is once again not to win at a certain thing, but to maintain 

standing community ties. Although the world is getting more focused on what the 
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individual can accomplish, there is no doubt that friendship is still a necessity. Facebook 

is the website that can bring it to you on a silver platter. All you have to do is take it.  

 

                                                      
1 "About Facebook." Facebook. 2007. 31 July 2007 
<http://www.facebook.com/about.php?pwstdfy=9c87c395bf55381332ad479cfae1e54a18>."About 
Facebook." Facebook. 2007. 31 July 2007 
<http://www.facebook.com/about.php?pwstdfy=9c87c395bf55381332ad479cfae1e54a18>. 

2 Levy, Steven. "Facebook Grows Up." Newsweek 20 Aug. 2007: 40-46..  
3 All screenshots are taken directly from Facebook.com. 
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So What Now? 

 

 There is no one single view of Digg, or YouTube, or Facebook. Looking at them 

as hidden games is only one perspective. Certainly, there is more behind them than just 

being games. People should not only play them as pure games, but use them to contribute 

to the community and benefit themselves. However, this viewpoint helps us as to why 

these websites are so successful. There is a pattern developed that almost guarantees 

success: each website has its own goals, allowable actions, ease of play, strategies and 

rewards. Because there are goals for users, they don’t feel like they’re wasting time when 

they contribute input to the site. There’s a certain degree of success that comes from 

winning and that is enough to make Digg, YouTube and Facebook come across as 

worthwhile. Another factor is how easy it is to play the “games”. It doesn’t take a brain 

surgeon to figure out how things work and success is based more off individuality than 

skills. Anyone can find a cool story and submit it to Digg; anyone can record a video and 

upload it to YouTube; everyone has friends and can build their network on Facebook. 

Then there is also the fact that these sites are downright entertaining. So many features 

are available and developed to fulfill all users’ needs and wants. Doing things the fun 

way is the new trend now.  

 As great as they might seem, websites that can be looked at as games are still in 

their initial stages. So far, there are only a few dominating sites with this format. But 

others are learning. More and more websites will become interactive because users like to 

be able to input ideas and receive output back. The web pages of the 90s were mainly 

HTML text and did not attract many visitors. However, the Web 2.0 era is filled with new 
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and innovative sites where people can do all sorts of things, one important one being 

sharing. Sharing is one way to express oneself, and expression is crucial to a human’s 

notion of self-worth. These sites value the opinion of the individual and this is a powerful 

method. All sites are beginning to realize this importance and are morphing into user-

friendly services.  

Speaking of individuals, sites like Digg are becoming so popular because society 

is becoming more individualist. Technological inventions allow people to become more 

and more cut off from others by making daily tasks doable without ever leaving your 

chair. Families used to watch TV together, but now, they watch YouTube videos on their 

own separate computers. The backlash of this individualism and division can be 

addressed through social networks where the people can maintain the relationships 

humans need to survive. These social networks harness the power of community and 

relationships to hook them onto something more fun than a video game, more engaging 

than a conversation. People can remain connected online, and it will become even more 

convenient and fun to do so. It is the perfect era of busy bodies engrossed in technology 

for these game websites to flourish. It is doubtless that they will come to replace old-

fashioned websites and be the new form of communication among people all over the 

world.  

As these websites are increasing in number, I will monitor them and add more 

case studies through my webpage www.webasagame.com. You are welcome to 

contribute to this ongoing project by discussing new sites or ideas in the forum. It takes a 

community effort to make this a success.  


